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English Summary
This PhD study was part of a collaboration project named Individualized Os-
teoarthritis Intervention (IOI), which was funded by the innovation fund Den-
mark. The main goal with the IOI project was to conduct research within
treatment of knee osteoarthritis (KOA) and develop a workflow for optimal
individualised non-surgical intervention by using advanced computational and
measuring technologies. This workflow is expected to improve the management
of KOA and postpone the need for surgery.

This dissertation focusses on knee brace intervention and the design and
development of a patient-specific prototype with the aim of reducing joint loads
and thereby relieve joint pain in KOA patients during gait. The main aims with
the PhD study was 1) to analyse various approaches for efficiently unloading
the knee joint and 2) to develop and experimentally test a subject-specific knee
brace prototype using a concept based on the findings from the first step. It
is believed that the findings in this thesis have the potential to advance the
state-of-the-art within knee braces, which will improve the quality-of-life for
the patients.

The first three chapters cover the opening of the dissertation, with the
first chapter as an introduction, which outlines the background and motivation
for the project. This describes the epidemiology of KOA including currently
known risk factors for disease development and common treatment methods for
early and late stage KOA. Next, the latest research within knee bracing is pre-
sented, where the state-of-the-art knee brace methods are discussed, pointing
out the limitations of the currently available options on the market. Finally,
the overall aims with the project, and how these are achieved, are presented
with three scientific studies. Additionally, the methods for evaluating the ef-
fects of a developed knee brace prototype are described including pain score,
electromyography (EMG) and musculoskeletal (MS) modeling.

In Chapter 4, the first paper is presented, which investigated how applied
moments in the lower extremity affect the knee compressive forces (KCF). This
was based on recorded gait data of ten healthy subjects and MS models, which
were used to apply moments in silico around all three joint axes for the hip,
knee and ankle joints. The moments were applied whenever needed with a
magnitude defined as a percentage of the net moment around the respective
axis during normal gait without any intervention. Combinations of applied
moments and a percentage value were examined and for each combination,
the total, medial and lateral KCF were computed and compared with a base-
line case with no external moments applied. All results presented here are
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English Summary

for combinations of 40% net moment. Generally, the moments acting in the
sagittal plane, hip flexion-extension (HFM), knee flexion-extension (KFM) and
ankle plantarflexion-dorsiflexion (APM), provided the largest reduction of the
total KCF during the stance phase. HFM and KFM mainly affected the first
peak of the total KCF, revealing reductions of 8.8% and 13.5%, respectively,
by compensating for rectus femoris and quadriceps muscle activation, respec-
tively. APM solely reduced the second peak with 11.4% through a reduced
gastrocnemius muscle activation during the late stance. Although, the results
from the first paper did not reveal a clear suggestion of the best suited brace
intervention, which will most likely vary between patients, the KFM was chosen
as the basis for the developed prototype in the next papers.

Chapter 5 presents the second paper, which is considered as a proof-of-
concept case study describing the design and experimental testing of the pro-
totype brace. The brace applies a knee extension moment from stored potential
energy in springs and the stiffness of these can be chosen individually. A built-
in switch mechanism ensures that the brace moment is only applied in the early
stance phase to target the first peak KCF and to avoid interference during swing
phase. A workflow to adjust the brace and choose the correct spring stiffness
was established and the prototype was tested on a single healthy subject to
investigate the effect on muscle activity and internal KCF during normal gait.
Before the experimental tests, the brace concept was tested in silico using MS
models revealing a 35.9% reduction of the first peak total KCF and a 38.2%
reduction of the impulse illustrating the potential of the unloading concept.
The experimental tests were conducted with the use of EMG measurements
and motion capture recordings to support the simulated results, and the main
target muscles were vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL) and rectus
femoris (RF). The peak activation of VM was reduced with up to 37% whereas
VL and RF peak activation increased with up to 43.8% and 7.7% respectively.
According to the MS models, the prototype brace reduced the first peak KCF
and the impulse with up to 24% and 9.1% respectively. This paper concluded
that the concept of applying a knee extension moment has the potential to
effectively reduce the total KCF by compensating muscle activation.

The last paper is presented in Chapter 6 and this paper examined a small
group of KOA patients. The brace concept was tested in silico on all the pa-
tients with the same approach as in the second paper. The reduction of the
first peak total KCF varied from 3.5% to 33.8% and the medial and lateral
first peak KCF reduction ranged from 0.1% to 24.4% and 18.4% to 56%, re-
spectively. These results illustrated the importance of including biomechanical
analyses to determine whether a patient is suited for a specific intervention.
Additionally, experimental tests were conducted on one of the patients with
the same prototype brace as in the second paper. A VAS pain score was eval-
uated after each test condition, but no effect was observed for this measure.
However, the EMG measurements revealed a VM muscle activity reduction of
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up to 28.7% whereas the VL and RF peak muscle activation increased with up
to 2% and 18.3%, respectively. The MS models estimated the first peak total
KCF to be reduced with up to 26.3%, although the impulse increased with
up to 13.7%. The findings of this paper concluded that not all KOA patients
are suited for this unloading concept so initial gait analyses are needed before
prescribing this intervention type. The experimental results illustrated the po-
tential of reducing KCF, and although no immediate pain relief was detected
in this thesis, long-term studies may observe a pain reduction.

The final chapter includes a summary of key results from the publications
within this dissertation and a discussion regarding the methods and outcomes
of the studies. Additionally, limitations of these studies are addressed and
recommendations for future research are outlined. The research conducted
during this PhD is only the initial step for implementing an unloading knee
brace concept, which aims to decrease KCF through muscle compensation.
The results seem promising but more patient tests are required to draw any
conclusions. The prototype brace need to be redesigned to obtain a lighter and
more slim product in order to conduct long-term studies. Additionally, the
gait data of the KOA patients from the third paper highlight the importance of
including biomechanical analyses in the prescription of unloading interventions,
since the source to internal joint loads is highly individual. If the clinicians have
the tools to detect these individual factors, and the brace can be adjusted to
each patient like the prototype in this PhD study, the developed intervention
concept is expected to have a positive effect and will improve the quality-of-life
for the majority of patients.
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Dansk Resumé
Dette ph.d.-studium var del af et samarbejdsprojekt ved navn Individualized
Osteoarthritis Intervention (IOI), som var finansieret af Innovationsfonden.
Det overordnede mål med IOI projektet var forskning indenfor behandling af
knæartrose og udvikling af et workflow til optimal individuel ikke-kirurgisk in-
tervention ved brug af avancerede computer- og måleteknologier. Dette work-
flow forventes at forbedre behandlingen af knæartrose og udsætte behovet for
operation.

Denne afhandling fokuserer på intervention med knæortose samt design og
udvikling af en patientspecifik prototype med det formål at reducere ledkræfter
og dermed lindre ledsmerte for knæartrosepatienter under gang. Hovedformålet
med ph.d.-studiet var 1) at analysere forskellige fremgangsmåder til effektivt
at aflaste knæleddet og 2) at udvikle og eksperimentielt teste en personspecifik
knæortose prototype ved at bruge et koncept baseret på resultaterne fra den
første del. Det vurderes, at resultaterne i denne afhandling har potentiale til at
avancere state-of-the-art indenfor knæortoser, hvilket vil forbedre livskvaliteten
for patienterne.

De første tre kapitler dækker over indledningen af afhandlingen, hvor første
kapitel er en introduktion, som fremhæver baggrunden og motivationen for
projektet. Dette beskriver knæartroseepidemiologien og inkluderer nuværende
risikofaktorer for udvikling af sygdommen samt typiske behandlingsmetoder til
tidlig stadie og senstadie knæartrose. Dernæst præsenteres den seneste forsk-
ning indenfor ortosebehandling, hvor state-of-the-art knæortosemetoder bliver
diskuteret, hvor begrænsningerne af de nuværende tilgængelige muligheder på
markedet udpeges. Til sidst præsenteres de overordnede mål med projektet og
hvordan disse opnås med tre videnskabelige studier. Derudover er metoderne til
at evaluere effekten af en udviklet ortoseprototype beskrevet, hvilket inkluderer
smertemål, elektromyografi (EMG) og muskelskeletal (MS) modelering.

I kapitel 4 er den første artikel præsenteret, som undersøger, hvordan pålagte
momenter i underekstremiteten påvirker kompressionskræfterne inde i knæet.
Dette var baseret på optaget gang data af ti raske personer og MS modeller,
som blev brugt til at pålægge momenter in silico rundt om alle tre ledakser i
hofte-, knæ- og ankelleddet. Momenterne blev pålagt, når det var krævet med
en størrelse defineret som en procentdel af netmomentet omkring den respek-
tive akse, som var krævet under normal gang uden intervention. Forskellige
procentværdier og kombinationer af momenter blev undersøgt, og for hver be-
lastningseksempel blev den totale, mediale og laterale knækraft beregnet og
sammenlignet med en udgangsværdi uden eksternt pålagte momenter. Alle
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resultater, som præsenteres her, er for 40% pålagt moment. Generelt viste mo-
menterne i det sagittale plan, hofte fleksion-ekstension (HFM), knæ fleksion-
ekstension (KFM) og ankel plantarfleksion-dorsifleksion (APM), den største re-
duktion af den totale knækraft i løbet af standfasen. HFM og KFM påvirkede
hovedsageligt den første maksimalværdi af den totale knækraft, hvilket re-
sulterede reduktioner på henholdsvis 8.8% og 13.5% ved at kompensere for
henholdsvis rectus femoris og quadriceps muskelaktivering. APM reducerede
udelukkende den anden maksimalværdi med 11.4% ved at reducere gastroc-
nemius muskelaktivering i løbet af den sidste del af standfasen. Selvom re-
sultaterne fra den første artikel ikke gav et klart billede af den bedst egnede
ortoseintervention, hvilket højest sandsynligt vil variere mellem patienterne, så
blev KFM valgt som basis til den udviklede prototype i de næste artikler.

Kapitel 5 præsenterer den anden artikel, der kan betraktes som et proof-
of-concept case studie, der beskriver designet og eksperimentelt test af pro-
totypeortosen. Ortosen pålægger et knæekstensionsmoment fra lagret poten-
tiel energi i fjedre og stivheden af disse kan vælges individuelt. En indbygget
koblingsmekanisme sikrer at ortosemomentet kun pålægges i den tidlige stand-
fase for at påvirke den første maksimalværdi af knækompressionskraften og for
at undgå indblanding under svingfasen. Et workflow til at justere ortosen og
vælge den rette fjederstivhed blev etableret, og prototypen blev testet på en
enkelt rask forsøgsperson for at undersøge effekten på muskelaktivitet og in-
terne knæledskræfter under normal gang. Før de eksperimentielle tests blev
ortosekonceptet testet in silico vha. MS modeller, og disse afslørede en 35.9%
reduktion af den første maksimalværdi af den totale knækompressionskraft og
en 38.2% reduktion af impulsen, hvilket illustrerer potentialet af aflastningskon-
ceptet. De eksperimentielle tests blev udført med brug af EMG målinger og
bevægelsesoptagelser til at underbygge de simulerede resultater, og hovedfokus
var på vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL) and rectus femoris (RF).
Den maksimale aktivering for VM blev reduceret med op til 37%, hvorimod
maksimalværdierne for VL og RF steg med op til henholdsvis 43.8% og 7.7%.
Ifølge MS modellerne reducerede prototypeortosen den første maksimalværdi af
knækompressionskraften og impulsen med op til henholdsvis 24% og 9.1%. Den
anden artikel konkluderede, at konceptet med at pålægge et knæekstensionsmo-
ment har potentialet til effektivt at reducere den totale knækompressionskraft
ved at kompensere for muskelaktivering.

Den sidste artikel præsenteres i kapitel 6 og undersøger en lille gruppe af
knæartrosepatienter. Ortosekonceptet blev testet in silico på alle patienterne
med den samme fremgangsmåde som i den anden artikel. Reduktionen af den
første maksimalværdi af den totale knækompressionskraft varierede fra 3.5%
til 33.8% og reduktionen af den tilsvarende værdi for medial og lateral kom-
pressionskraft varierede fra henholdsvis 0.1% til 24.4% og 18.4% til 56%. Disse
resultater illustrerer vigtigheden i at inkludere biomekaniske analyser til at
bestemme om en patient er egnet til en specifik intervention. Derudover blev
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der udført eksperimentielle tests på én af patienterne med den samme ortose-
prototype som i den anden artikel. En VAS smertevurdering blev noteret efter
hver forsøgsbetingelse, men der blev ikke observeret nogen effekt for dette mål.
EMG målingerne derimod viste en reduktion af VM muskelaktivitet på op til
28.7% hvorimod maksimal muskelaktivitet for VL og RF steg med op til hen-
holdsvis 2% og 18.3%. MS modellerne estimerede en reduktion af den første
maksimalværdi af den totale knækompressionskraft på op til 26.3%, dog steg
impulsen med op til 13.7%. Resultaterne fra denne artikel konkluderede, at ikke
alle knæartrosepatienter egner sig til dette aflastningskoncept, så indledende
ganganalyser er nødvendige for at kunne ordinere denne interventionstype. De
eksperimentielle resultater illustrerede potentialet til at reducere knækompres-
sionskræfter, og selvom ingen øjblikkelig smertelindring blev raporteret i denne
afhandling, så vil langtidssigtede studier muligvis detektere en smertereduktion.

Det sidste kapitel inkluderer et resume af hovedresultaterne fra publikation-
erne i denne afhandling og en diskussion omhandlende metoderne og udbyttet
af studierne. Derudover bliver begrænsninger i disse studier diskuteret og anbe-
falinger til fremtidig forskning bliver fremlagt. Forskningen i denne afhandling
er kun det indledende skridt til implementering af en aflastningskonncept, som
forsøger at reducere knækompressionskræfter vha. kompensering af muskler.
Resultaterne er lovende men endelige konklusioner kræver flere patienttests.
Ortoseprototypen er nødt til at blive redesignet til et lettere og mindre klodset
produkt for at kunne udføre langtidssigtede studier. Ydermere understreger
gangdata fra knæartrosepatienterne i den tredje artikel vigtigheden af at inklu-
dere biomekaniske analyser i ordineringen af aflastningsinterventioner, eftersom
at kilden til de interne knælaster er meget individuel. Hvis sundhedsperson-
alet har værktøjerne til at detektere disse individuelle faktorer, og ortosen kan
justeres til hver enkel patient ligesom prototypen i denne ph.d. afhandling, så
forventes det, at det udviklede interventionskoncept har en positiv effekt og vil
forbedre livskvaliteten for størstedelen af patienterne.
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Introduction
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1. Knee Osteoarthritis

1.1 Background and Motivation

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic long-term synovial joint disease causing in-
flammation of the synovial membrane, which produces inflammatory mediators
that contribute to cartilage degradation and affect joint homoeostasis (Maniar
et al. [2018], Chen and Tuan [2008]). Homoeostasis is the balance between the
repair and destruction of joint tissues driven primarily by mechanical factors
(Moelgaard [2015]) for which reason these factors influence the initiation, pro-
gression, and treatment of OA (Wilson et al. [2009]). The balance between
tissue repair and deterioration is shown in Figure 1.1 by means of a stable and
unstable state.

Fig. 1.1: Illustration of joint homoeostasis, where abnormal mechanical loading can cause
the soft tissue deterioration to exceed the repair process (unstable state) (Moelgaard [2015]).

Once an imbalance in the homeostasis between the repair and destruction
of joint tissues occurs, the risk for OA development increases and the chance
for reversing the cartilage deterioration is minimal (Moelgaard [2015]).

The number of OA patients is currently growing and this is expected to
continue in the following years (Kiadaliri et al. [2018], Wallace et al. [2017]).
Since no cure currently exists (Fransen et al. [2015]), the need for managing the
symptoms increases. In UK, OA ranks as the fourth most demanding disease
regarding general practice time within the health care system but still, most
General Practitioners (GPs) wish for more time with the patients to provide
sufficient treatment (Kingsbury and Conaghan [2012]). Despite most GPs use
the NICE recommendations (Conaghan et al. [2008]), providing guidance in
patient management, educational material with common guidelines is still in
demand (Kingsbury and Conaghan [2012]). Due to this, OA treatment is often
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based on experiences and intuition with varying results (Bhatia et al. [2013],
Brooks [2014], Jamtvedt et al. [2008]), for which reason several consultations
between the patient and the healthcare system are required to achieve a satis-
factory result (Kingsbury and Conaghan [2012], Paskins et al. [2014]).

The main risk factor for a joint to lose homeostasis and initiate OA is be-
lieved to be ageing since the chondrocytes (cells in the articular cartilage) loses
the function of maintaining the articular cartilage (Buckwalter et al. [2004]).
The effect of age can be seen in Figure 1.2 showing the prevalence of knee OA
(KOA) for different age groups.

Fig. 1.2: Prevalence of KOA patients as percentage of age groups for men and women, both
globally and locally in the Nordic region (Kiadaliri et al. [2018]).

Additional biomechanical factors also contribute to the risk of developing
KOA. Studies have identified multiple phenotypes, depending on the joint, rep-
resenting different mechanisms of the disease (Dell’Isola et al. [2016], Bierma-
Zeinstra and Van Middelkoop [2017], Deveza et al. [2017]). These includes pain
sensitization, radiographic severity, body mass index, muscle strength and in-
flammation among others, for which reason the underlying cause can vary and
therefore also the necessary treatment, depending on the patient.

Once OA initiates, it is difficult to return to a stable state in the affected
joint, and the disease will cause pain and stiffness due to synovial inflamma-
tion and cartilage degeneration (Richard Steadman et al. [2016]). The disease
progresses gradually over time from mild to more severe cartilage degeneration,
which can lead to bone-on-bone contact causing even more pain and stiffness
to the joint (Buckwalter et al. [2004],Peters et al. [2005]). These symptoms
limit the joint range-of-motion and thereby joint mobility. In most cases, the
quality-of-life is affected negatively due to a slowly decreased activity level
(Heidari et al. [2016]), which has a psychological effect (Dell’Isola et al. [2016]).

The most widely affected joint regarding OA is the knee (Arthritis Research
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UK [2013], Martel-Pelletier et al. [2016]), which is considered as a biomechani-
cally and anatomically complex joint (Turner and Craig [1980]). It consists of
the tibiofemoral joint between femur (thigh) and tibia (shank) and the patello-
femoral joint between patella (knee cap) and femur (Turner and Craig [1980]).
The former is responsible for allowing bending (flexion-extension) of the leg
and the patellofemoral joint allows patella to slide in a groove on the distal end
of the femur during flexion and extension. This allows the quadriceps muscles
to transfer the contraction force from thigh to tibia without spanning the knee
and getting damaged by sharp bony edges.

This thesis mainly focuses on the tibiofemoral joint, which is shown below
in Figure 1.3 for a healthy knee (A) and a knee affected by OA (B).

Fig. 1.3: A healthy knee joint (A) and a knee with cartilage deterioration caused by OA
(B). The figure includes meniscus (a), lateral collateral ligament (b), femur bone (c), medial
collateral ligament (d), posterior cruciate ligament (e), anterior cruciate ligament (f) and
tibia bone (g). Modified figure from (Boyan et al. [2013]).

The joint connects the two longest bones of the human skeleton, and for
this reason the flexor-extensor muscles around the knee often have to balance a
large external moment in the sagittal plane created by gravity and inertia loads.
These muscles also assist the ligaments in preventing undesirable displacement
of tibia relative to femur, which can lead to loading of poorly suited structures
damaging the surrounding cartilage and meniscus (Richard Steadman et al.
[2016]). Even though the pathophysiology of the joint degeneration leading
to clinical OA symptoms is still poorly understood (Buckwalter et al. [2004]),
abnormal joint kinematics is considered as one of the most common reasons
for knee OA (KOA) initiation (Andriacchi and Mündermann [2006a], Richard
Steadman et al. [2016]). These kinematic changes are often caused by knee
joint injuries, such as cruciate ligament rupture (Van Der Esch et al. [2005],
Barenius et al. [2014]), which increases the laxity (joint looseness) of the knee,
causing joint instability. In this case, physical training of the surrounding
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muscles becomes crucial to maintain stability and avoid KOA initiation, since
knee instability changes the original load-bearing contact location to a new
region, which may not be suited for these loads (Andriacchi and Mündermann
[2006a]).

It has been shown that knee joint contact forces are not increased for early
KOA patients (Meireles et al. [2016], Baert et al. [2013], Duffell et al. [2014]),
which supports abnormal load pattern as a cause of KOA initiation and not
the changes in joint load magnitude. However, once KOA initiates, the knee
structures are particularly vulnerable to stress and wear, and since meniscus
and cartilage deterioration rate depend on internal joint loads and stress dis-
tribution (Radin et al. [1991], Bennell et al. [2011]), mechanical overloading is
considered as a cause for disease progression (Miyazaki et al. [2002], Andriac-
chi and Mündermann [2006b], Meireles et al. [2016]). This can lead to loss of
meniscal tissue, which can permanently affect the knee homoeostasis to become
unstable and accelerating OA progression (Vannini et al. [2016]).

Generally, the knee is one of the main weight-bearing joints in the human
body (Segal [2012]) and plays a central role during most activities of daily
living due to the frequently large external knee moment (Gross and Hillstrom
[2008]). The flexor-extensor muscles must provide substantial muscle contrac-
tion forces to balance the large external moments around the knee joint, and
this contributes to the internal joint compressive forces. According to in vivo
studies, the knee is exposed to loads of approximately 2-3 times body weight
(BW) in the tibiofemoral joint during gait (Fregly et al. [2012]). Higher knee
compressive forces have been observed in females than male subjects (Ro et al.
[2017]), which may be the cause of KOA being 2-3 times more prevalent in
female patients (McKean et al. [2007]). Furthermore, women have smaller car-
tilage volume (Cicuttini et al. [1999]) and a smaller contact area in the knee
to distribute the stresses (Lonner et al. [2008]). This is shown in Figure 1.4
with the ratio between femur medial-lateral and anterior-posterior dimensions
for males and females. Despite the relatively low R2 values, the trend indicates
a generally smaller knee contact area for women, inducing higher stresses in
the joint tissue, which is especially critical for woman above 50 years (Nicolella
et al. [2012]).
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Fig. 1.4: The ratio between medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) dimensions
has been shown to be larger for males than females (Lonner et al. [2008]).

Due to the critical impact of mechanical overloading after KOA initiation
in both males and females, biomechanical factors governing the loading and the
load distribution of the tibiofemoral joint, such as obesity (Neogi [2013], Gabay
et al. [2008]), joint malalignment (Mündermann et al. [2005], Isola et al. [2017])
and muscle activation (Fantini Pagani et al. [2013]), are considered risk factors
for disease progression. Therefore, a common treatment of KOA is to unload
the joint to stop the progression and to avoid the need for surgery, which is
usually only considered when the disease is at a critical stage and no other
options are available. To define the stage of OA, the progression severity can
be evaluated by e.g. the Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) scale (Kellgren and Lawrence
[1957]) using five OA grades from none (0) to severe (4). The grade level is
based on the visual amount of degenerated tissue evaluated from an X-ray
image like the ones below.
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Fig. 1.5: X-ray images of A) a healthy knee and B) a knee joint affected by OA on the
lateral compartment (red arrow) (Sofat et al. [2011]).

Figure 1.5 shows an example of X-ray images of a healthy knee joint (A) and
a knee affected by OA (B) in the tibiofemoral joint. The dark space between
the bones in Figure 1.5A indicates a healthy layer of soft tissue and meniscus
for shock absorption, which is not visible in X-ray images. In Figure 1.5B, the
space between femur and tibia’s articular surfaces on the lateral side is reduced
due to the loss of cartilage, and this joint space narrowing is used to evaluate
a KL score. The lack of this stabilising tissue at the articular surfaces leads to
instability and malalignment of the bones at the affected joint (Van Der Esch
et al. [2005]) influencing the internal load distribution in the tibiofemoral joint.
This can lead to abnormal load patterns for which reason knee malalignment is
considered a risk factor for disease progression (Tanamas et al. [2009]). This is
supported by Isola et al. [2017] who showed that varus alignment in medial knee
OA patients alone is not responsible for increased medial contact force unless
medial compartment degeneration is already present. This implies that knee
malalignment is not responsible for KOA initiation but only disease progression,
i.e. a consequence of KOA.

Often a poor correlation between x-ray findings and symptoms is observed
(Bosomworth [2009],Bedson and Croft [2008]) regardless of the OA severity,
meaning that some patients experience extensive pain despite of a low KL-
score and vice versa. Especially pain affects the mobility during activities-of-
daily-living and reduces quality-of-life (Bosomworth [2009], Segal et al. [2009])
for which reason it is the major complaint from KOA patients (Dessery et al.
[2014]). Therefore, a scale to evaluate subjective pain is a common tool to
investigate the effect of an intervention compared to baseline in research studies
(Fransen et al. [2015]). Two frequently used pain evaluation schemes are "visual
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analogue scale" (VAS) (McCormack et al. [1988]) and "Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index" (WOMAC) (Bellamy et al. [1988],
McConnell et al. [2001]). These are further elaborated upon in Section 2.2.1.

As mentioned previously, most patients experience multiple consultations
with the health care system before reaching a satisfactory result, which might
be due to the many risk factors for developing KOA and causing disease pro-
gression. Therefore, a concept of phenotyping has been developed (Dell’Isola
et al. [2016]), which makes it possible to divide KOA patients into subgroups
based on individual risk factors. This helps doctors to classify the patients and
choose the right treatment with the best possible outcome.

1.2 Common Treatments of KOA

Regardless of the cause for developing KOA, the main purpose of the available
interventions is to reduce pain, since this is the symptom with the largest effect
on activities-of-daily-living (Segal et al. [2009]). A reduced pain will increase
mobility and the possibility to remain as active as their ability and condition
allows to maintain a healthy lifestyle (Bennell et al. [2014]). Physical exercise
keeps the joint tissue occasionally loaded, which can prevent the knee joint
from unstable homoeostasis, since underloading is a critical factor regarding
KOA progression (Moelgaard [2015]) (see Figure 1.1 on page 3). This has
also been demonstrated by Wellsandt et al. [2016] who found a correlation
between reduced knee joint loads during gait and development of KOA in a
group with anterior cruciate ligament injury. This highlights the complexity
of the disease and how the patient always must evaluate the pain symptoms
against the physical ability.

Early intervention of KOA is one of the key factors to reduce disease pro-
gression and maintain quality-of-life (Duffell et al. [2014]), and if the soft tis-
sue damages are still at an early stage, the disease is reversible, particularly
in younger people (Ding et al. [2010]). This means that an intervention can
change the joint from an unstable state to stable homoeostasis (see Figure 1.1
on page 3). Thus, identifying patients with early KOA is crucial to maintain the
possibility for reversing disease progression or at least manage the symptoms
through early intervention. According to recent findings, the early detection of
KOA, or risk factors for developing KOA, should be done with magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) since the early knee structural changes, such as cartilage
defects, meniscal tears, subchondral bone expansion and bone marrow lesions,
are best assessed with MRI scans (Ding et al. [2010],Lowitz et al. [2013]). These
early structural changes ultimately lead to more severe cartilage loss over time,
causing irreversible radiographic osteoarthritis at a later stage as illustrated in
Figure 1.5.

Variants of treatment are available to manage the symptoms for KOA pa-
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tients, depending on the stage of the disease. These treatments include physical
activity (Fitzgerald et al. [2016]), pharmaceuticals such as non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and acetaminophen (paracetamol) (McAlindon
et al. [2014]), shoe insoles (Skou et al. [2013]), knee braces (Brooks [2014])
and surgery (Gardiner et al. [2016]). However, as mentioned previously, the
main cause of disease, and therefore also the right treatment, can be difficult
to determine (Dell’Isola et al. [2016]).

1.2.1 Physical Training

One of the core treatments to manage KOA and most often the first approach
is physical training, either on land or in water, to obtain weight loss, muscle
strengthening and joint flexibility (Kingsbury and Conaghan [2012], McAlindon
et al. [2014]). The treatment is recommended for all OA patients regardless of
disease severity, age, pain and functional status (Bennell et al. [2014]), and it
usually consists of lower extremity muscular strength training, joint mobility,
and aerobic exercises Fitzgerald et al. [2016].

Since most KOA patients are obese, weight loss through physical training
is crucial for these patients to reduce the load burden and pain in the knee
joints (Messier et al. [2005], Richette et al. [2011]). This intervention has also
shown to improve pain and physical function (Richette et al. [2011], Fransen
et al. [2015], Skou and Roos [2017]), and Hanna et al. [2007] showed a posi-
tive effect on knee cartilage in healthy women aged 40 to 67 years using solely
physical training. However, most studies claim that this treatment only pro-
vides small to moderate effect for KOA patients regarding physical function
and pain is even less affected (Bosomworth [2009], Fransen et al. [2015], Yusuf
[2016]). Some patients do not experience any improvements at all to physi-
cal training (Yusuf [2016], Bennell et al. [2014]), and those who respond well
to the treatment often only experience a short-term effect in the duration of
the intervention due to lack of adherence to the exercise therapy (Bosomworth
[2009], Bennell et al. [2014]).

The findings above suggest a more structured and personalised training
program is needed taking individual needs and preferences into account to
maintain participation from the patients. This has been achieved with a Danish
supervised neuromuscular exercise program by certified physiotherapists under
the name "Good Life with osteoArthritis in Denmark" (GLA:DTM) (Skou and
Roos [2017]). Such a program provides a relatively cost-effective approach to
exercise prescription and maximises the adherence to the exercises (Bennell
et al. [2014]). Furthermore, the continuous monitoring by physiotherapists
maintains the quality of the performance and enhances positive exercise beliefs
and self-efficacy in people with KOA (Skou and Roos [2017]).
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1.2.2 Pharmaceutical Treatment

The missing compliance with physical training may be due to the option of
pharmaceutical treatment, which is often as effective and therefore makes it
tempting for the patient to take the easy way (Bennell et al. [2014], Fransen
et al. [2015], Yusuf [2016]). This type of pain medicine is often used as the
mainstay for managing KOA symptoms starting with mild paracetamol and
moving on to stronger NSAIDs (Sofat et al. [2011]), and 56% of the included
KOA patients in the Danish GLA:DTM project used pain medicine within three
month before the study (Skou and Roos [2017]). Oral NSAIDs are among the
most common pharmaceutical approaches for KOA treatment (Carlson et al.
[2018]), and in 2012, this type of drugs was prescribed to 65% of all American
KOA patients (Gore et al. [2012]).

As opposed to the physical treatment, pharmaceuticals mainly reduce pain,
whereas the functional effects varies in the literature (Miller et al. [2020]).
Despite OA is an inflammatory disease and NSAIDs have anti-inflammatory
functionality acting as a disease-modifying agent at higher doses (Haroon et al.
[2012]), currently no scientific evidence exists suggesting drugs to effectively
alter or prevent the progression of osteoarthritis (Croff [2013]).

Despite limiting side effects using small doses, a long-term use of NSAIDs
can accumulate the amount of toxicity and increases the risk of gastrointestinal
complications (Miller et al. [2020]). For this reason, oral NSAIDs are generally
recommended for intermittent or cyclic use and the OARSI guidelines strongly
advise against oral NSAIDs for patients with high comorbidity risk (McAlindon
et al. [2014]). This recommended limited use results in a reduced therapeutic
effectiveness of a pharmaceutical treatment since KOA patients most often
experience continuous pain (Gallelli et al. [2013]).

1.2.3 Orthoses

Since the physical and pharmaceutical treatments often only provide small to
moderate effects, orthoses can be used as additional low-cost intervention to
manage KOA. These mainly include knee braces and laterally wedged insoles
with the aim to mechanically unload the critical loaded joint structures, which
is expected to improve function and relieve knee pain (Brooks [2014], Brand
et al. [2017]). Since the centre-of-mass of the body is located medially with
respect to the knee joints, a knee varus moment, known as the knee adduction
moment (KAM), is generated during most activities of daily living. This mo-
ment contributes to an uneven load distribution in the knee causing the medial
compartment to carry up to 2.2 times more load than the lateral compartment
during midstance of gait in normally aligned knees (Gohal et al. [2018]).

Due to this influence on the internal load distribution, KAM is often used
as a surrogate for the internal medial-lateral load distribution in the knee joint
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(Gohal et al. [2018]) and therefore a target measurement for orthotic interven-
tions. Furthermore, both peak and mean KAM during normal gait is larger in
medial KOA patients than in healthy subjects (Baghaei Roodsari et al. [2017]),
for which reason both knee braces and insoles most often aim to reduce KAM.
This is believed to shift the compartment loads more laterally from infected
areas to healthy structures. However, this intervention type is still debated
in the literature with inconclusive results, both regarding shoe insoles (Parkes
et al. [2013], Xing et al. [2017], Shaw et al. [2018], Felson et al. [2019]) and knee
braces (Richard Steadman et al. [2016], Moyer et al. [2017], Gohal et al. [2018],
Moyer et al. [2015b]). Researchers are still in contradiction whether insoles or
knee braces are the most efficient treatment for KOA patients (Baghaei Rood-
sari et al. [2017]), but studies indicate that the two intervention types combined
have a greater effect on KAM than if used individually (Moyer et al. [2013],
Moyer et al. [2017]). Insoles have been reported to be more comfortable and
less bulky than knee braces (Baghaei Roodsari et al. [2017]), which may be
the main reasons for a higher compliance in insole groups compared to brace
groups (Duivenvoorden et al. [2015b]).

1.2.4 Surgery

If a patient experiences severe KOA accompanied with poor quality-of-life and
all of the above non-invasive pharmacological therapies are no longer effective, a
total knee replacement, also known as a total knee arthroplasty (TKA), can be
used as a last resort (Bourne et al. [2010], Bruyère et al. [2014]). The treatment
is cost-effective (Dakin et al. [2012]) and a very common procedure, which is
expected to increase in rate (Ravi et al. [2012], Chawla et al. [2017]). However,
TKA is an invasive procedure that puts patients at risk for complications such
as infection and venous thromboembolism (Healy et al. [2013]). Furthermore,
some patients experience postoperative pain (wen Li et al. [2019]), infection (Le
et al. [2014]) and aseptic loosening of the implants (Zimmerman et al. [2016])
after surgery, leading to mechanical instability and the need for revision surgery
(Pedersen et al. [2012], Le et al. [2014]). Revision rates after 10 years have been
estimated to 12% (Labek et al. [2011]), and a study by Bourne et al. [2010]
reported dissatisfaction in 19% of the patients receiving a TKA, especially the
patients below 70 years of age. This may be due to a significantly higher
risk of revision for this patient group (Bayliss et al. [2017]), since younger and
more active patients increase wear of the implants (Fernandez-Fernandez and
Rodriguez-Merchan [2015]). Thus, TKA is reserved for the older patients with
severe OA, which proves the importance of non-invasive treatment to slow down
disease progression delaying the onset of late-stage KOA and thereby postpone
the need for surgery.
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1.3 Knee Braces

This PhD thesis deals with knee braces as a treatment for managing KOA
symptoms, and this section presents the concepts currently available on the
market and latest research within clinical tests. Additionally, the missing ele-
ments in the current state-of-the-art braces are presented to identify how the
work and results of this thesis can contribute to the research area.

As written in Section 1.2.3 on page 11, the main goal with a knee brace
is to unload the internal knee structures of the KOA patient. This can be
done in several ways and, according to the American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons, knee braces can be fitted into four categories covering different target
groups and needs (France and Paulos [1994]):

1. Prophylactic - prevent or reduce the severity of knee injuries in con-
tact sports, most often through protection against lateral impact causing
damage to the medial collateral ligaments (MCL)

2. Rehabilitative - stabilization of injured knees during rehabilitation by
limiting and controlling the joint motion, mainly extension angle after a
cruciate ligament injury to avoid hyper-extension

3. Functional - has the same stabilization properties as category 2 and
additionally applies a load

4. Patellofemoral - designed to protect patella from abnormal motion,
mainly medial/lateral, and relieve anterior knee pain

Since this thesis deals with KOA patients, the most interesting brace group
is category 3, functional braces, however most knee braces relate to multiple
groups. Knee braces can be divided into soft and hard types of which the
former typically refers to an elastic neoprene sleeve, which compresses around
the knee joint. Hard knee braces has a more advanced design and provides
stability, movement limitation, or passively applies an external load to reduce
internal joint loads and ensure joint alignment. These additional functionalities
provide protection against injuries, instability during activities and prevention
of a previous or current disease from developing (Beaudreuil et al. [2009]).
Thus, hard brace types have more potential to affect the related symptoms
in KOA patients and a study from Kirkley et al. [1999] evaluated hard knee
braces to be more efficient regarding pain relief than neoprene sleeves.

The main focus in this thesis is on hard braces since this is the type that
will be developed in the project, but soft braces are explained shortly in the
following section.
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Soft Knee Braces

These elastic protection sleeves are simple braces with minor mechanical actions
including compression from its elastic synthetic fiber material such as neoprene
or elastic cotton (Segal [2012]), which passively applies a very small extension
moment during knee flexion. It is designed to stretch in certain directions to
provide joint stability and is therefore often recommended when returning from
a ligament injury.

Studies on OA patients wearing sleeves have demonstrated pain relief (Kirk-
ley et al. [1999], Mazzuca et al. [2004]), but the stiffness and mechanical action
of these have been reported to be very low and basically negligible compared
to hard brace types (Pierrat et al. [2014b], Pierrat et al. [2014a], Birmingham
et al. [2008]). Pain reduction may be caused by an increase in blood flow due to
the tight material and retaining of body heat in the joint. However, Mazzuca
et al. [2004] compared a normal sleeve with one specially fabricated for retain-
ing body heat but found no significant difference in pain relief between the two
groups. Therefore, the cause for pain reduction is unclear but placebo effect
may have an influence. Another explanation can be homeostasis (Gardiner
et al. [2016]), which is explained in Section 1.1 on page 3.

Research indicates that knee sleeves are efficient for treating patellofemoral
OA due to realignment of the patella, which increases the contact area with the
femur, leading to reduced stresses in this joint (Hunter et al. [2011], Callaghan
et al. [2015]). Nevertheless, a knee sleeve is a low cost solution and due to
its simple design, it fits more easily and is less bulky than a hard knee brace,
which may be the main reasons for the slightly higher compliance for soft knee
braces among OA patients (Birmingham et al. [2008]).

Hard Knee Braces

This type of brace (referred to as brace in the rest of the thesis) can have a sleeve
base made of elastic fabric such as neoprene with a solid surrounding frame
of aluminium, polymer or carbon composite (Brooks [2014]). Stiff protection
sidebars are attached on either both sides (bilateral or dual upright brace) or
only one side (unilateral or single upright brace) of each brace cuff. These
sidebars are connected with a dual/biaxial hinge to connect the thigh and
shank cuffs (Brooks [2014]), and adjustable Velcro straps are used to tighten
and ensure best possible fit.

Two sidebars and a hinge joint combined is called an upright, and if the
main purpose of a brace is to avoid abnormal knee kinematics between femur
and tibia (category 1), it is usually a dual upright brace to increase the stiffness
and stability. If the brace is solely for stabilising (category 2), blocks in the
hinge joints are used to limit the extension angle to avoid hyper-extension of
the knee. This kind of brace is often needed for patients with prior ligament
injuries leading to increased laxity of the joint, for which reason the brace
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should prevent abnormal joint loadings. This is, as mentioned in Section 1.1
on page 3, a risk factor for developing KOA. These two brace categories apply
no mechanical actions and are referred to as simple hinge braces. Although,
the ability to improve confidence and function in KOA patients during gait has
been demonstrated with a simple hinge brace, unloading braces (category 3)
have shown higher benefits regarding pain relief and knee joint load reduction
during walking (Richards et al. [2005], Gohal et al. [2018]). Thus, it seems like
an additional unloading function is necessary when dealing with KOA patients.

As mentioned in Section 1.2.3 on page 11, the medial knee compartment
carries twice the load compared to the lateral, partly due to the external KAM.
This varus moment is generated from the ground reaction forces (GRF) between
the foot and the ground during stance phase (Kaufman et al. [2001]), which is
illustrated in Figure 1.6a. The size of the GRF depends on body mass and the
dynamical impact between foot and ground, whereas the lever arm to the knee
centre is controlled through the mechanical alignment of the thigh and shank
bones. Additionally, cartilage deterioration rate depends highly on joint loads
(Radin et al. [1991]) for which reason the risk of having medial KOA is much
higher than lateral KOA (Segal [2012]). Therefore, most of the unloader knee
braces on the market are designed to unload the medial compartment (Dui-
venvoorden et al. [2015a]). Furthermore, due to the aforementioned focus on
KAM, the most common brace type is a valgus brace, which applies an exter-
nal valgus moment to counteract KAM (Brooks [2014], Moyer et al. [2015a]).
This moment is believed to redistribute the internal joint loads to less affected
structures and thereby slow down the disease progression and increase the mo-
bility of the joint. The counteracting brace moment can be applied in different
ways, but the most common is the so-called three-point leverage system (Ebert
et al. [2014]), which is shown in Figure 1.6b. This approach uses an adjustable
force strap to produce a medially directed force (F1) on the lateral side and
two laterally directed forces (F2 and F3) at the side bar ends on the medial
side, transferring a valgus moment through the joint (Pollo et al. [2002]).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.6: A right leg illustrating a) KAM, which depends on the ground reaction force and
the moment arm (picture from Khalaj et al. [2014]), and b) the three-point leverage system
for applying a counteracting valgus moment (Mv) by means of the three forces F1, F2 and
F3 (modified picture from Pollo et al. [2002]).

Although the majority of KOA patients suffer from medial OA, obviously
the unloading principle in Figure 1.6b is also applicable for lateral KOA patients
by using the same principle to apply a varus moment to unload the lateral
compartment.

1.3.1 Latest Research

Knee brace treatment is cost-effective with the potential to postpone the need
for surgery (Lee et al. [2017]), and especially valgus knee braces have shown
positive results regarding pain relief, knee compressive force reduction and func-
tionality during gait in medial KOA patients (Brandon et al. [2019], Brand et al.
[2017], Ostrander et al. [2016]). However, although the positive outcome sup-
ports brace use, there is currently no biomechanical evidence suggesting that
the reduction of knee compartment loads significantly slows down disease pro-
gression (Richard Steadman et al. [2016]). Furthermore, some studies found
none or only small effect from the use of knee bracing (Ebert et al. [2014],
Duivenvoorden et al. [2015b], Moyer et al. [2015c]), which highlights the incon-
clusive evidence of bracing treatment.
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Knee Adduction Moment

The varying effect from knee braces may be due to the predominant focus on
the external KAM when evaluating the effect (Richard Steadman et al. [2016],
Petersen et al. [2016], Brand et al. [2017]), which is based on the intuitive
link between KAM and the compressive forces in the medial compartment.
However, these two biomechanical factors may not be directly related since a
reduced KAM does not guarantee a reduction of medial knee contact forces
(Walter et al. [2010]). The correlation between KAM and cartilage damage
has been investigated by Brisson et al. [2016] who only observed a correlation
for obese subjects with a Body Mass Index (BMI) above 30. However, obese
patients can be challenging to treat with knee braces due to the thickness of
soft tissues.

When combining findings from Fantini Pagani et al. [2010b] with in vivo
measurements, the reduction of the external KAM is 2-3 times higher than the
observed reduction in medial KCF (Kutzner et al. [2011]). This correlates well
with (Baghaei Roodsari et al. [2017]) who estimated a 3% reduction in KAM
would cause a reduction in medial KCF of 1%, which may be the reason for the
varying effect from valgus braces. Fantini Pagani et al. [2010a] tested a neutral
brace and a 4 degrees valgus brace and, despite a lower KAM for the valgus
brace, the same effect was observed regarding pain and functionality. In vivo
knee load data from Walter et al. [2010] revealed the best correlation between
the two variables at late stance (second peak), whereas Kutzner et al. [2013]
found the strongest correlation during early stance (first peak), also using in
vivo data.

Another approach for assessing brace effect in vivo is using fluoroscopy to
evaluate bone separation. Nadaud et al. [2005] reported medial condyle sep-
aration in most subjects with a valgus brace at heel strike, midstance and
toe-off. However, at these stages the knee experiences the lowest compressive
loads during the gait cycle (Kutzner et al. [2011]), and therefore the separation
significantly decreased when taken an average over the whole stance phase. A
study by Haladik et al. [2014] did not report any condyle separation during val-
gus bracing, which underlines the need for including additional biomechanical
factors other than KAM.

Knee Flexion-Extension Moment

The findings above illustrate the inconclusive relationship between KAM and
medial KCF and in vivo studies suggest that additional biomehanical factors
influence the joint loads and thereby affect brace effectiveness (Walter et al.
[2010], Kutzner et al. [2011], Meyer et al. [2013]). An alternative predictor of
peak medial compartment force was proposed to be the knee flexion-extension
moment (KFM), which has also been suggested based on in silico studies (Ku-
mar et al. [2013], Manal et al. [2015a], Meireles et al. [2016], Stoltze et al.
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[2018], Richards et al. [2018]). The KFM has been proposed to be an indicator
of the net muscular contraction across the knee joint (Meyer et al. [2013]), and
each muscle contraction contributes to the internal joint loads (Herzog et al.
[2003], Walter et al. [2010], Meyer et al. [2013]). Thus, both the KAM and
KFM need to be considered to evaluate the effect from an orthosis, which may
explain the varying response from KOA patients wearing valgus braces.

An increased concern regarding the role of KFM on KCF has been ob-
served in the literature when dealing with valgus braces (Creaby [2015]), since
the influence of the muscle contractions makes it hard to know if the medial
compartment is unloaded by the applied valgus moment (Moyer et al. [2017]).
As mentioned, in vivo knee load data suggests, that a reduction of medial com-
partment load requires 2-3 times higher reduction of KAM for which reason it
may require an uncomfortably large applied valgus moment to obtain a sat-
isfied load reduction. Simulations by Miller et al. [2015] show that the joint
contact force is reduced almost twice as much from gait modifications minimis-
ing both KAM and knee flexor muscle activity compared to only minimising
KAM. This indicates that both KAM and KFM play a role in the joint loads
but despite of these findings, knee braces are often evaluated on the ability to
decrease KAM. Several studies claim to unload the medial compartment with
a valgus brace during walking based on a reduction of KAM, both in OA pa-
tients (Baghaei Roodsari et al. [2017], Maleki et al. [2016], Jones et al. [2013],
Dessery et al. [2014]) and healthy subjects (Hall et al. [2019], Orishimo et al.
[2013]). Furthermore, a review by Petersen et al. [2016] has KAM outcome as
an inclusion criterion, which limits the brace evaluation significantly since other
biomechanical factors, which potentially could lead to a larger load reduction,
are not considered.

Both peak KAM and peak KFM has been demonstrated as significant pre-
dictors of the medial KCF (Manal et al. [2015b]), but a combination of the
two improves the prediction significantly (Walter et al. [2010], Manal et al.
[2015b]). This correlates well with in silico results in a study by Stoltze et al.
[2018] showing how a reduction in KAM and KFM affects the KCF, both in-
dividually and combined. The study demonstrated the potential for unloading
the first peak total KCF through KFM reduction in early-stance whereas a
reduced KAM only shifts the load from one compartment to the other.

According to (Manal et al. [2015b]), the Grand Challenge 2012 in vivo data
set revealed an increase of peak medial contact force from 1.80 BWs during
normal gait to 2.57 BWs during medial thrust gait despite a reduction in peak
KAM. This is expected to be due to an increased knee flexion angle at the
first peak, which is common when performing this type of gait modification
(Walter et al. [2010], Fregly et al. [2007]). A larger flexion angle requires a
larger knee extension moment when approaching mid-stance leading to higher
KCF. Thus, if a valgus brace causes a patient to walk with medial thrust due to
the applied moment, it may not have the intended effect. An increase of KFM
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has been observed during normal gait when wearing a valgus brace (Moyer et al.
[2017], Jafarnezhadgero et al. [2018]), which may increase joint loads despite a
reduced KAM. This is consistent with a study by Walter et al. [2010] who also
observed reduced first peak KAM but not a reduced medial compartment load,
whereas the second peak medial compartment load was reduced despite no
change in second peak KAM. Similarly, an increase in KAM has been observed
in gait strategies which reduce KFM (Jenkyn et al. [2008], Favre et al. [2016]),
concluding that a reduction of one may cause the other to increase and the
KCF could be unchanged or increased.

Unloading Concepts

An alternative to the traditional three-point leverage system for applying a
valgus moment was presented by Hangalur et al. [2018], who developed an up-
right, which was used to apply an adjustable moment. The moment was solely
applied from potential energy stored in the pre-tensioned uprights eliminating
the need for the force strap in Figure 1.6 on page 16. The new design was
reported to be more comfortable than a conventional valgus brace and thus
could be used for longer periods of time.

Another way of reducing the medial compartment load is simply by distrac-
tion of tibia and femur as attempted with the Odra brace (Orthoconcept Inc.,
Laval, QC, Canada). This has a rack and pinion gear inducing translational
motion when the knee is extended and no effect when the knee is fully flexed
(Dessery et al. [2014], Laroche et al. [2014]). However, it seems unlikely that an
applied distraction force to femur and tibia would efficiently unload the knee
due to soft tissue and possible migration of the brace up or down the leg. Ad-
ditionally, the Odra brace has external rotation of tibia during knee extension
which may be inspired from studies showing that altering the foot progression
angle laterally, known as toe out, decreases the KAM during walking and stair
climbing (Guo et al. [2007], Jenkyn et al. [2008]). Both Dessery et al. [2014]
and Laroche et al. [2014] indicate a decreased KAM with the Odra brace but
as previously mentioned, this does not provide sufficient information about the
joint loads.

Recent studies have investigated two different knee braces providing knee
extension assistance to reduce the KFM; the OA RehabilitatorTM brace (Guar-
dian Brace, Pinellas Park, Florida) (Cherian et al. [2015]) and the Levitation R⃝

Tri-Compartment Unloader (Spring Loaded Technology Inc., Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada) (McGibbon et al. [2021]). Both braces store potential en-
ergy during knee flexion and assist knee extension. The Rehabilitator brace
was compared to standard of care treatments in a prospective, randomized
trial study including patients with Kellgren-Lawrence grades 3 to 4 (Cherian
et al. [2015]). The braced patients demonstrated significant improvements in
muscle strength, several functional tests, and patient-reported outcomes when
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compared to the matched cohort. It seems contradictory to obtain increased
muscle strength when using an intervention with the aim of assisting muscle
activation, but maybe the ability to be more active provides the additional mus-
cle activation compared to the control group. The levitation brace has been
tested in silico based on deep knee bend motion data providing a reduction in
total KCF of up to 27% body weight (McGibbon et al. [2021]). Budarick et al.
[2020] compared the applied moment for angles 0-90 degrees revealing that the
Levitation brace provides the largest assistive moment indicating this brace to
be the most efficient in reducing muscle loads among those currently on the
market.

1.3.2 Limitation of Current Knee Braces

Despite the extensive research and development work of knee braces, some lim-
itations are still present. Both regarding the scientific studies and the function
of the common braces on the market, which are presented in the following
sections.

Subject-specific Data

As previously explained, the scientific evidence for bracing is missing and the
mechanical effects and the biomechanical understanding remains unclear (Dui-
venvoorden et al. [2015a], Gohal et al. [2018]). Furthermore, the pain reduction
and biomechanical behaviour vary with both the intervention device and the
patient (Pierrat et al. [2014b], Segal [2012], Duivenvoorden et al. [2015b]).
Since all humans are unique, individual assessment and intervention for mus-
culoskeletal dysfunctions are typically required, which is also the case for KOA
(Zhang et al. [2010]). As mentioned in Section 1.3.1, the intervention depends
on the cause of KOA, since only certain phenotype groups respond positively to
specific treatments (Dell’Isola et al. [2016], Deveza et al. [2017]). Thus, identi-
fying the different phenotypes can optimise the treatment, so a pre-screening of
the patients would provide valuable clinical information to include the correct
subjects for the investigated treatment in clinical studies. If e.g. mechanical
overloading is responsible for the disease progression, the patient most likely
responds well to knee bracing whereas patients with chronic pain due to cen-
tral sensitisation or high levels of inflammatory biomarkers may obtain a more
efficient effect from NSAIDs. A pre-screening session, analysing activities-of-
daily-living with motion capture and MS modeling, could be a way to iden-
tify the patient group who experiences mechanical overload of the knee joint.
These biomechanical analyses provide information on the individual patient’s
anatomy, gait pattern and joint properties, which can be used to assess the
most suitable type of orthosis to match the specific patient. However, very
few studies consider the cause of KOA when including patients, indicating the
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lack of evidence may be a consequence of missing in-depth understand of what
factors have initiated the condition, and how this influences the individual
biomechanical behavior in the affected joint.

The expression "custom brace" is often seen in the literature (Petersen
et al. [2016]) demonstrating the effort to match a brace to the individual
patient. Although studies rarely specify what has been customised or fitted
to the included subjects (Ramsey et al. [2007], Moyer et al. [2013], Dessery
et al. [2014], Jafarnezhadgero et al. [2018]), it is assumed to be based on limb
size and morphology (Moyer et al. [2015a]). Arazpour et al. [2014] custom-
moulded knee braces from a cast of each subjects lower extremity, whereas
Draganich [2006] made custom braces based on anthropometric measurements.
The custom-made braces are believed to improve the fitting and comfort com-
pared to off-the-shelf braces and thus enhance compliance. However, fitting a
brace according to the outer leg contour only takes the leg surface and knee
alignment into account. The brace is not fitted to the size of the applied loads
and external moments, which would be possible to take into account by us-
ing MS models. Roberts et al. [2017] identified three KOA subgroups based
on gait characteristics; biphasics, flexors and counter-rotators. The biphasic
group exhibited a larger knee extension moment in the early stance phase and
a significantly larger KAM than the other two groups, indicating that this
group is best suited for conservative treatments designed to apply an external
moment. MS models can be used to identify which group a patient falls under
and determine which treatment is most appropriate.

According to Brooks [2014], 42 OA-specific knee braces existed on the mar-
ket in January 2013, including both custom and off-the-shelf braces, which has
increased since then. The large amount of different braces makes it difficult to
select the correct type and design for the specific patient. Physiotherapists and
GPs highly rely on patient feedback, which mostly depends on the comfort of
wearing the brace. However, a study from Pierrat et al. [2014b] indicated that
the most comfortable brace is not necessarily the best choice regarding stability
and function. This emphasizes the need for subject-specific biomechanical anal-
yses to determine the best-suited orthosis, which has the potential to reduce
consultant time with the health care system.

Compliance

Most studies are limited to examining immediate brace effect without including
long-term effects and compliance, which highly affect the treatment (Gohal
et al. [2018] ,Parween et al. [2019]). Large variability in compliance has been
observed, ranging from one to 27 hours a week (Hart et al. [2016]) and below two
to more than eight hours a day (YU et al. [2015]). Despite pain relief, brace
compliance for KOA patients has been reported to decrease already beyond
one-month period (Moyer et al. [2015a], Squyer et al. [2013]) and the chance
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for continued use of brace beyond the first year has been estimated to be
approximately 25% (Squyer et al. [2013]). However, according to Lee et al.
[2017] it requires at least two years of bracing to avoid surgery.

Another challenge in long-term studies is the high dropout rate. A study
by Brouwer et al. [2006] experienced discontinued bracing from more than 30%
of the participants within the 12 months completion period, and similarly less
than 60% of the total amount of participants completed week 52 in a study by
(YU et al. [2015]).

Multiple reasons for lack of compliance have been reported such as dis-
comfort (Brandon et al. [2019], Jones et al. [2013]), bad fit (Van Raaij et al.
[2010]), skin irritation (Van Raaij et al. [2010]) and aesthetic aspects (Squyer
et al. [2013]). Discomfort may arise from the applied valgus moment acting in
an "unatural" direction of the knee motion. Most medial KOA patients have
a varus-aligned knee (Brouwer et al. [2006]), and thus it would seem obvious
to apply a valgus moment to realign the knee joint. However, Van Raaij et al.
[2010] failed to reduce varus malalignment using a valgus brace, which may re-
quire a large valgus moment to achieve. A valgus adjustment of up to 10 degrees
is possible with e.g. the Donjoy Defiance OA brace (DJO Global, Guildford,
UK). However, wearing a brace with eight degrees for a longer durations of
time have shown discomfort in patients (Kutzner et al. [2011]), which most
likely causes lower compliance. Thus, some patients with large malalignment
might be more suited for an alternative bracing approach, which MS models
would be able to detect. Furthermore, reduced flexion angle wearing a valgus
brace during gait has been reported by Dessery et al. [2014], which could be
due to unwanted limitation or discomfort from the brace.

Placebo

The effect size of placebo in KOA treatment has been estimated to 0.52 (Zhang
et al. [2008]), which mostly affects the subjective measurements. This makes
it difficult to determine whether outcome measures are changing due to the
function of a knee brace, or because the subject expects the device to improve
functionality. The latter was investigated by Balsamo et al. [2018] who tested
two identical braces on healthy subjects who were told one brace could dynam-
ically adapt to the specific gait. The study did not observe any differences in
gait kinematics between the two braces, but most participants preferred the
altered stiffness brace, both before and after testing. This is called "placebo
analgesia" and highlights the importance of including a placebo group when
subjective measurements, such as pain, are used to evaluate orthotic devices.
However, out of 198 included studies in a meta-analysis by Zhang et al. [2008],
only three studies included a placebo group in addition to untreated control
groups and those three studies confirmed the effect of placebo based on im-
provement from baseline.
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Placebo effect from braces can be evaluated by comparing measurements
with a passive/neutral brace without any function. A study from Moyer et al.
[2015b] observed a significant reduction in pain and functional improvement
between a valgus brace group and a non-brace control group. However, the
standardized mean difference for pain dropped 60% and the functional effect
was omitted when comparing the brace group with knee braces in neutral posi-
tion. Furthermore, Fantini Pagani et al. [2013] investigated muscle activity in
KOA patients while comparing a neutrally aligned brace with a 4 degrees valgus
brace and trials without brace. The neutrally aligned brace increased stability
and functionality from reduced co-contractions, which may be due to psycho-
logical reasons of enhanced confidence when wearing a device. Similarly, in a
previous study by Fantini Pagani et al. [2010a], the same neutral brace had the
same effect as a 4 degrees valgus brace regarding pain relief and improvement
in function. The same effect was observed by Ramsey et al. [2007] who found
no difference between a neutrally aligned knee brace and a valgus brace. Simi-
larly, Haladik et al. [2014] found bracing to be effective in improving pain and
function through WOMAC scores but no change was observed in medial nor
lateral compartment joint space based on in vivo fluoroscopy measurements.
A placebo condition would have demonstrated whether the improved outcome
was caused by the applied valgus moment.

KOA patients often show increased level of muscle co-contractions com-
pared to healthy subjects (Trepczynski et al. [2018]), for which reason patients
are sensitive to reduced activation of antagonist muscle groups leading to lower
KCF. It is well known that muscle co-contractions are reduced in the lower ex-
tremity muscles for patients wearing an unloader brace (Ramsey et al. [2007],
Fantini Pagani et al. [2013], Brandon et al. [2019]), for which reason the ef-
fect from conventional valgus braces may partly be caused by decreased muscle
contractions rather than the applied valgus moment. This may be the rea-
son why valgus bracing on healthy adults does not lead to reduced KCF (Hall
et al. [2019]), indicating a potential placebo effect is partly responsible for pos-
itive patient feedback from bracing. This may be caused by reduced muscle
co-contractions through psychological effects, which could be investigated by
including a placebo condition. Generally, the inclusion of blinded placebo in-
vestigation will enhance the level of evidence in clinical studies using subjective
measurements for evaluation.

Total Load Reduction

The main purpose of valgus braces is to shift the load from one compartment
to the other without any reduction of the total KCF. Thus, long-term use of a
valgus brace for medial KOA patients may have a negative effect on the lateral
compartment and vice versa due to the redistributed load from the applied
valgus moment (Brandon et al. [2019], Felson et al. [2019]).
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As mentioned previously, the Levitation brace from Spring Loaded Technol-
ogy applies a passive knee extension moment, using liquid compression springs
to reduce muscle loads with the purpose of reducing the total KCF (Budarick
et al. [2020]). However, the applied moment is limited when used for gait due to
a large flexion angle in the swing phase, which has been reported to be approx-
imately 60 degrees for KOA patients (Richards et al. [2005]). At this angle the
Levitation brace applies approximately 11 Nm (Budarick et al. [2020]), which
most likely affects the lower limbs negatively during swing phase regarding toe
clearance. This forces the tibialis anterior muscle to apply ankle dorsi-flexion
and increased activation of the knee flexor muscles. Since the KCF are usually
relatively small during swing phase (Kutzner et al. [2011]), increased muscle
loads in this phase will increase the loads and stresses in articular surfaces,
which are not suited for high loads. Thus, it would be preferable to limit the
applied extension moment to the stance phase only, although this would make
the brace design more complicated.

The Levitation brace has only been tested in silico assuming rigid con-
nection between brace and leg, and only for healthy subjects performing large
knee flexion angles during deep knee bends (Budarick et al. [2020], McGibbon
et al. [2021]). Soft tissue movements will influence the load transfer from the
brace to the leg and reduce the effect from the applied moment, which would
be much smaller during gait compared to a deep knee bend. The peak knee
flexion angle during stance phase of gait has been reported to be 19 degrees
in early stance for KOA patients (Heiden et al. [2009], Richards et al. [2005])
and at this angle, the Levitation brace would apply an extension moment of
approximately 5 Nm (Budarick et al. [2020]). The required extension moment
in early stance is highly individual, so 5 Nm may be sufficient to significantly
reduce the KCF in some patients, but clinical tests of this type of knee brace
are needed to validate the approach in KOA patients.
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2. Aim of Study
Due to the lack of evidence for knee bracing, the overall aim with this thesis
is to provide a better understanding of the biomechanical factors for optimi-
sing a subject-specific intervention and thereby improve the treatment through
bracing. The main aims with the work of this project are to 1) analyse various
approaches for efficiently unloading the knee joint and 2) develop and experi-
mentally test a subject-specific prototype knee brace using a concept based on
the findings in step 1) and investigate the effect on pain during gait. The pro-
totype brace should have an adjustable design, which can be fitted individually
and thereby improve the brace treatment of KOA compared to existing braces
on the market. Most of these conventional braces aim to shift the load from one
compartment to the other, whereas the prototype should be able to reduce the
total knee compressive forces (KCF). The individual adjustment of the proto-
type is based on measured parameters, which are collected in a workflow using
advanced biomechanical analyses to minimise the loads in the affected joint.
Thus, the outcome from this project is expected to have the potential to ad-
vance the state-of-the-art by ensuring the intervention to effectively minimise
the joint loads for every patient. This provides the patients a greater chance
for initially choosing the correct intervention, improving quality-of-life without
multiple consultations with the healthcare system.

The aim above will be achieved with three studies of which the first has
analysed how applied moments around the hip, knee and ankle joints affect
the knee compressive forces. The second study explains the development and
testing of a prototype knee brace on a healthy subject, using a novel unload-
ing approach and, in the third study, the same prototype is tested on a KOA
patient. The introduced unloading concept is not limited to a single compart-
ment, like a conventional valgus brace, but reduces the KCF of the entire knee
joint. Furthermore, the prototype is adjustable to obtain individual treatment,
which is tested to validate the potential of the unloading concept.

2.1 Concept of New Device

The concept of the prototype knee brace is similar to the aforementioned Le-
vitation brace, which applies a passive knee extension moment from stored
potential energy. The amount stored increases with flexion angle and is re-
leased during knee extension compensating for the extensor muscles.

Based on the current research, presented in Section 1.3.1 on page 16, a
reduced muscle activation is expected to decrease the internal KCF relieving
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pain in KOA patients. However, as described in Section 1.3.2 on page 20,
the Levitation brace is limited in function due to large knee flexion angles in
the swing phase during gait, which restricts the constantly applied extension
moment. Therefore, the developed prototype has an activation switch allowing
the applied extension moment to operate only through stance phase and being
disabled during swing phase. This gives the opportunity to apply a much larger
extension moment achieving a greater effect than possible with current braces.
A similar brace activation was presented by Reinsdorf et al. [2019], who added
the activation switch to a valgus brace and only applied an abduction moment
during stance phase to avoid discomfort. The brace concept developed for this
project is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Fig. 2.1: Illustration of the brace concept which uses stored spring force during flexion to
apply a knee extension moment. This compensates for muscle forces causing a reduction of
the internal knee compressive forces.

Individual 3D CAD models of the brace cuffs are constructed based on a
surface scan of the leg to obtain the best possible fit and comfort, which is
expected to improve compliance. These cuffs have been manufactured with
3D printing, which is a common manufacturing technique within custom foot
orthoses, ankle-foot orthoses and prosthetics (Chen et al. [2016]). Despite the
advantages of additive manufacturing compared to traditional casting (Chen
et al. [2016]) and accurate scanning tools are available for 3D surface scans
(Dessery and Pallari [2018]), the manufacturing approach is rarely seen for
knee braces (Dessery and Pallari [2018]). The use of cuffs based on 3D leg
surface scans is to ensure a proper brace fitting and comfort when wearing the
brace. The two cuffs are connected on each side with commercial OAK hinges
(Fillauer LLC, Chattanooga, USA).
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Furthermore, the intervention is adjusted individually based on patient-
specific gait analyses, which is expected to improve the brace intervention for
knee OA patients. As shown in Figure 2.1, the applied moment is generated
from stored energy in springs and the spring stiffness is chosen according to
the individual KFM estimated with musculoskeletal (MS) models of the initial
biomechanical gait analyses. The models predict the KCF in silico by including
biomechanical properties, ground reaction forces (GRF) and motion data, and
the estimated joint loads are used to define the optimal set of brace parameters
for the specific patient. Additionally, the timing of the activation switch is
based on the available gait data to ensure the moment is applied correctly.
The amount of individual data, used to fine-tune the intervention, will provide
greater knowledge about the biomechanical interaction between the brace and
the subject. Thus, a more valid choice of parameters can be made to reduce
muscle activation and minimise KCF for each patient.

An illustration of the workflow for brace adjustment and testing is shown
in Figure 2.2.

Fig. 2.2: The workflow for obtaining individual data to adjust and test the brace prototype.
Step 1) includes gait data recording and musculoskeletal modeling to identify the necessary
brace moment and other brace settings. In Step 2), the prototype brace is designed based
on leg surface scans, and the chosen settings are evaluated with in silico analyses in Step 3).
Finally, the prototype brace is experimentally tested in Step 4).
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2.2 Evaluation Methods

The knee joint complexity entails great challenges when designing a new inter-
vention for which reason the biomechanical effects of the prototype have been
analysed and validated with experimental tests. This section presents the tools
for obtaining the data to evaluate the brace concept developed in this PhD
project.

2.2.1 Pain score

Despite the high influence of joint load on KOA, many studies focus on pain as a
frame-of-reference when validating knee braces (Baghaei Roodsari et al. [2017])
since this is the leading cause of chronic disability and reduced quality-of-
life (Heidari [2011]). Furthermore, self-reported physical functioning is mainly
governed by pain in KOA patients (Nur et al. [2018]) since this is the most
important outcomes to improve, according to the patients (Gohal et al. [2018]).

Pain is a very challenging subjective sensation, which easily can be obscured
by placebo effects (Doherty and Dieppe [2009]). Different pain measurement
scales have been proposed (Bellamy et al. [1999]). The standardized Western
Ontario and McMaster Osteoarthritis Scale (WOMAC) is widely used within
OA research (McConnell et al. [2001], Bellamy [2005]) evaluating three sub-
scales; pain, stiffness and physical function based on health status question-
naires, which are answered with a score (McConnell et al. [2001]). The score
interval can vary depending on the used version, but generally the outcome
measure of the WOMAC questionnaire gives a good indication of whether an
intervention has had an effect or not (Duivenvoorden et al. [2015a]). The in-
cluded submeasures are convenient for long-term interventions to evaluate the
overall effect over time. Alternatively, if solely pain is validated during a tempo-
ral intervention, the visual analogue scale (VAS) is a common tool (McCormack
et al. [1988], Bellamy et al. [1999]). This is a visual continuous 100 mm long
pain score ranging from 0 to 10, but is often scaled to 0-100 (Downie et al.
[1978]). 0 is no pain at all and 10 (or 100) is the most unbearable pain ever
experienced, which works well to investigate an instant change in pain between
baseline and an intervention. Since the prototype brace is planned to be tested
as a short temporal intervention to investigate the influence on muscle activa-
tion, the VAS score is used to evaluate the brace effect on pain. This pain score
is a simple subjective measure and has been widely used in the literature to
evaluate knee valgus braces (Fan et al. [2020]).
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2.2.2 Electromyography

The concept of applying a knee extension moment is similar to the function of
knee exoskeletons, which assist the motion of the lower limbs for various activi-
ties and reduces muscle activity (Park et al. [2014], Karavas et al. [2015], Shep-
herd and Rouse [2017]). Therefore, studies on exoskeletons usually measure
electromyography (EMG) activities to validate the effect (Yan et al. [2015])
and the same method will be used to validate the effect from the prototype
brace.

Since KOA patients exhibit altered muscle activation characteristics com-
pared to asymptomatic controls (Heiden et al. [2009]), an EMG protocol is
required taking into account patient anthropometrics, pain, ability to repeat
trials and difficulties in producing maximal effort activations during some acti-
vities (Hubley-Kozey et al. [2013]). If these factors are considered when design-
ing the study, EMG measurements on KOA patients have shown to be reliable
outcomes for test-retest studies (Hubley-Kozey et al. [2013]). Therefore, the
prototype brace has been designed for easy modification to test different set-
tings and to reduce study duration.

2.2.3 Musculoskeletal modeling

Although muscle contractions contribute to the internal KCF, a poor relation
has been shown between EMG signals and internal knee joint loads during
gait (Meyer et al. [2013]). Therefore, MS models will be used to estimate how
the prototype brace affects the KCF, since this is expected to affect pain and
disease progression. The accuracy of MS models depends on several parameters
to estimate realistic muscle and joint loads (Lund et al. [2015], Marra et al.
[2015]) and the more subject-specific parameters included in the models, the
more accurate results will be obtained. However, the main purpose of the
included studies is to investigate a load reduction compared to baseline and not
necessarily predict very precise joint loads, so the amount of subject-specific
data will be limited in this work. Additionally, different validation techniques
have been proposed to ensure the validity of the models (Lund et al. [2012],
Hicks et al. [2015]) and if these are considered, MS models are capable of
evaluating the joint kinetics accurately during gait (Marra et al. [2015]).
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3. Thesis Outline
This chapter presents the main outlines for the remaining chapters of the thesis.

Chapter 4 analyses in silico how applied moments around the lower ex-
tremity joints affect the knee compressive forces (KCF). The study presents
both the joint loads when applying individual moments and when combined
moments are applied simultaneously and the results demonstrate how muscle
contractions affect internal KCF.

Chapter 5 describes a developed prototype knee brace with a concept
based on the study presented in Chapter 4 and explains the workflow to obtain
an individual adjusted brace to efficiently reduce KCF and pain. The study
includes experimental tests of the prototype on a single healthy subject for
a proof-of-concept and the results seem promising for the chosen unloading
concept.

In Chapter 6, six KOA patients are analysed during gait to investigate the
muscle activation and gait characteristics for this patient group. Additionally,
the prototype brace from Chapter 5 is tested on one of the patients by applying
the workflow presented in Chapter 5. The aim of this study was firstly to apply
the new concept on a patient and secondly to examine the brace effect on pain.

The final Chapter 7 presents the key findings of the thesis and how this
thesis contributes to the research within the area. Additionally, the limitations
and future work are discussed, and concluding remarks wrap up the thesis
outcome.
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On the biomechanical relationship between applied hip, knee and ankle joint
moments and the internal knee compressive forces
Jonas Stensgaard Stoltze , John Rasmussen and Michael Skipper Andersen

Material and Production, Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark

ABSTRACT
Mechanical devices are common treating methods for knee osteoarthritis. It has the purpose of
reducing the internal joint forces and unloading the damaged structure. The reduction is often
achieved by alterations in the frontal plan, shifting the contact force from one compartment to
the other, leaving the total compressive force unchanged. The aim of this study was to investi-
gate how internal knee joint forces depend on applied external moments during gait.
Musculoskeletal models of the gait of 10 healthy subjects were developed in the AnyBody
Modelling System and used to simulate applied joint moments about different axes (load
cases), each with the magnitude to compensate the net moment about the respective axis by
a specified percentage. For each load case, the total, medial and lateral knee compressive force
were computed and compared with a baseline case with no external moments applied. Among
the investigated moments, hip flexion-extension, knee flexion-extension and ankle plantarflexion-
dorsiflexion moment compensations have the most positive impact on the total knee joint
compressive force, and combining the 3, each with a 40% compensation of the muscle moments,
reduced the first peak by 23.6%, the second by 30.6% and the impulse by 28.6% with respect to
no applied moments.
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Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic, progressive, long-
term and multifactorial joint disease with obesity,
joint malalignment and joint laxity as some of the
risk factors. The illness causes pain, stiffness and joint
malalignment due to soft tissue deterioration in the
affected joint (Amin et al. 2005), which limits mobility
during activities of daily living and reduces quality-of-
life (Silverwood et al. 2015). The number of OA
patients has been growing and is expected to con-
tinue growing (Neogi 2015). In the absence of a cure
(Hinman et al. 2012), there is a high demand for
symptom management.

Several intervention methods have been developed
with the aim of reducing pain, increasing mobility and
slowing down the progression of OA. These include
physical therapy (Fitzgerald et al. 2016), shoe insoles
(Skou et al. 2013), knee braces (Brooks 2014), ankle-foot
orthoses (AFO) (Fantini Pagani et al. 2013) and surgery
(Gardiner et al. 2016). This study deals with non-surgical
treatment and focuses on the mechanical devices avail-
able for the lower extremity to reduce internal knee
joint forces, since the knee is the most widely affected
joint (Felson and Zhang 1998).

Internal joint forces are rarely measurable but crucial
for treating OA since meniscus and cartilage deteriora-
tion rates depend on these contact forces and stress
distribution among others (Johnson et al. 1980).
Therefore, since OA often initiates in the medial com-
partment of the knee, the functionality of the main part
of mechanical devices on the market is to shift the
condyle force laterally to unaffected structures, often
by reducing the external knee adduction moment
(KAM), which can be achieved with both knee braces
(Fantini Pagani et al. 2010) and AFOs (Fantini Pagani
et al. 2013). However, the correlation between KAM and
medial contact force has been debated in the literature.
According to Walter et al. (2010), a reduced KAM does
not guarantee a reduced internal medial compartment
force during gait, since the joint compression forces
from muscle contraction are not taken into account.
Still, they found a good correlation for the second
peak during stance phase whereas Kutzner et al.
(2013) found the strongest correlation during early
stance, which illustrates a non-conclusive relationship
between the two variables. Furthermore, a correlation
between KAM and cartilage damage was observed in a
study by Brisson et al. (2016) but only for obese sub-
jects with a body mass index over 30.
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In general, interventions using mechanical devices
have shown varying results, and scientific evidence of
their biomechanical effect is still missing (Penny et al.
2013; Brooks 2014). One of the reasons might be that
most devices, designed to relieve the contact forces
in the knee joint, mainly focus on unloading one
compartment and therefore applies moment in the
frontal plane. However, this does not compensate for
the contributions to the joint reaction forces caused
by muscle contraction necessary to balance the joint
moment in other planes. For both the knee (Jun et al.
2015) and the ankle (Collins et al. 2015), some devices
have been designed to compensate moments in the
sagittal plane, but it is not clear what externally
applied moment reduces the internal knee joint
load most efficiently. We present an investigation of
the relationship between internal joint forces – both
medial, lateral and total compressive forces – and
external joint moments in both frontal and sagittal
planes and taking into account active muscle forces.
The purpose is to gain knowledge on how to reduce
knee joint forces most efficiently, and since several of
the muscles spanning the knee joint are bi-articular,
interventions on the hip and ankle joints are assumed
to affect the knee joint compressive forces as well.
Therefore, we included interventions on the hip, knee
and ankle by applying moments in-silico during gait
while taking muscle contraction into account. To this
end, we used musculoskeletal (MS) models developed
in the AnyBody Modelling System (AMS) 6.0 (AnyBody
Technology A/S, Aalborg, Denmark).

Methods

Computational methods

MS models developed in AMS from a previous study by
Skals et al. (2017) of 10 healthy subjects (8 males and 2
females, age: 25.7 ± 1.5 years, height: 180.8 ± 7.4 cm,
weight: 76.9 ± 10.4 kg), who performed, among others,
3 gait trials each, were applied with minor adjustments
as will be explained later. The models were driven by
full-body 3-D kinematics based on trajectories from 35
surface-mounted reflective markers (29 placed on the
skin and 3 on each shoe) recorded with 8 infrared
cameras (Oqus 300 series, Qualisys AB, Gothenburg,
Sweden), sampled at 250 Hz. The ground reaction
force (GRF) was sampled at 2000 Hz using two force
plates (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc.,
Watertown, MA, USA). The study was performed in
accordance with the regulations of the regional ethics
committee.

The MS models were based on the GaitFullBody
template from the AnyBody Managed Model
Repository v. 1.6.3 and a detailed description of these
can be found in the supplementary material.

Initially, AMS was used to perform inverse dynamic
analysis of each gait trial for three different load
cases in the sagittal plane: hip flexion/extension
moment (MHFE), knee flexion/extension moment
(MKFE) and ankle plantarflexion/dorsiflexion moment
(MAPD). For each load case, a parameter study was
conducted in order to investigate how the reduction
of internal knee joint force depends on the amount
of the externally applied moment. This applied
moment was specified to be between 0% and 100%
of the moment generated by the muscles spanning
the respective joint and incremented in steps of 20%.
For example, when applying MKFE, this applied
moment is equal to the specified percentage of the
moment generated by the muscles responsible for
creating the flexion/extension rotation about the
knee joint, and thereby unloads the affected muscles
in this particular direction throughout the entire gait
cycle. These results were used to select the magni-
tude of the externally applied moment for the rest of
the study, where the same type of inverse dynamics
analysis was performed with the chosen compensa-
tion on four additionally load cases: Normal gait with
no applied moments (Normal), applied hip abduction/
adduction moment (MHAA), knee abduction/adduction
moment (MKAA) and subtalar inversion/eversion
moment (MSIE). The reason for only using one com-
pensation percentage is based on the assumption of
a close-to-linear trend between the amount of com-
pensation and the amount of joint load reduction,
and the amount was chosen as 40%, which is arbi-
trarily chosen since it depends on the application. All
moments were applied in such a way that they either
compensated for the muscles normally responsible
for creating the movements (when applying MHAA,
MHFE, MKFE, MAPD and MSIE) or counteracted the knee
abduction/adduction (when applying MKAA) gener-
ated by the GRF, muscle contraction, inertia, gyro-
scopic and gravitational forces. After evaluating
these seven load cases (Normal, MHAA, MHFE, MKFE,
MKAA, MAPD, MSIE,), combinations of the three with
the largest reduction in the impulse during gait,
based on MS analyses, were evaluated.

For each load case, the total compressive knee joint
force, FTC and MKAA were computed in AMS from which
the medial and lateral compressive forces on the con-
dyles, FMC and FLC, respectively, were found in the tibial
coordinate system by means of static equilibrium
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equations (1) in the frontal plane based on the free
body diagram in Figure 1.

FMC¼� FTCLLþMKAA

LLþLM FLC¼� FTCLM �MKAA

LLþLM (1)

The medial and lateral moment arms, LM and LL, respec-
tively, were estimated from the relationships between
internal knee geometry and the maximum width of the
femoral condyles from medial to lateral sides as
reported in Seedhom (1972).

Data analysis

Each subject was represented by a mean contact
force curve of the three gait trials normalized to
bodyweight for each of the three contact force
types (FTC, FMC and FLC). These were used for further
analysis to find the mean and the first and second
peak values in the range of 10–20% gait cycle and
40–60% gait cycle, respectively, and also the impulse
of each contact force type was found with numerical
integration of the force curve by means of the trape-
zoidal method with unit spacing.

Results

Graphs on how the total compressive force, FTC,
depends on the compensation percentage through
the gait cycle are shown in Figure 2, and how the two
peaks and impulse of the total compressive force is
affected by compensation is illustrated in Figure 3.
These two plots illustrate an almost linear relation
between joint compression force and external moment
compensation in the sagittal plane if the compensated
muscles are activated during the investigated para-
meter. For example, when applying MHFE or MKFE, the
first peak decreases linearly with compensation percen-
tage whereas MAPD does not influence the first peak.
The same linear trend is present for the impulse where
MKFE has the biggest influence.

The chosen compensation of 40% was applied for
further analysis to compare the effect across the differ-
ent load cases for each compression force: Total (FTC),
medial (FMC) and lateral (FLC). Graphs on how these
contact forces were affected through the gait cycle for
each load case when applying single moment compen-
sation of 40% are depicted in Figure 4 and illustrated
with boxplots in Figures 5 and 6.

In general, the applied moments in the sagittal
plane showed the largest effects. Both MHFE and
MKFE significantly reduced the first peak mean of

Figure 1. The tibial coordinate system in which all presented loads are defined. It is based on Grood and Suntay (1983) and a more
detailed description can be found in the supplementary material. FTC = total compressive force, FMC = medial compressive force,
FLC = lateral compressive force, LM = moment arm for the medial contact force, LL = moment arm for the lateral contact force and
MKAA = the abduction/adduction moment about the X-axis, including contributions from external ground reaction loads, muscle
forces, inertia forces, gyroscopic forces and gravity. MKAA and FTC, given as FTC = FMC + FLC, are computed in AMS. M+ indicates the
positive moment direction when formulating Equation (1).
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total compressive force relative to Normal by 8.8%
and 13.5%, respectively (see Figures 4 and 5 top),
whereas MAPD mainly affected the second peak by a
reduction of 11.4%, which MHFE reduced by 7.7% (see
Figures 4 and 6 top).

Regarding condyle forces, MKAA decreased the mean of
first and second peak of medial force with 13.5% and
11.5%, respectively (see Figure 4–6 middle), but likewise
increased the lateral force by 30.1% and 23.8% for the first
and second peaks respectively (see Figures 4–6 bottom).

Plots of combined load cases are shown in
Figures 7-9 which showed, that a combination of

only MHFE and MKFE reduced the first peak mean of
total compressive force with 23%, which is more or
less the same as when including MAPD. The second
peak depends more on the number of combined
moments. MHFE + MKFE and MHFE + MAPD reduce the
second peak by 15.5% and 16.7%, respectively, which
is about half of the reduction when combining all
three moments. However, MKFE + MAPD increases the
reduction to 21.7%. A major reduction was seen for
medial, lateral and total compressive force when com-
bining MHFE, MKFE and MAPD which decreased the
mean (over the trials) of the first peak (~13% gait

Figure 2. The total knee compressive joint load for muscle compensations of 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the three
moments in the sagittal plane. The shaded area indicates ±1 standard deviation. According to the graphs, the potential for reducing
internal joint loads, for applied moments in the sagittal plane, depends on the muscle activity.
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cycle) and second peak (~50% gait cycle) for total
compressive force by 23.6% and 30.6%, respectively,
and the impulse was reduced by 28.6%.

Again, the MHFE + MKFE combination performed as
well as MHFE + MKFE + MAPD on the first peak for both
condyle forces: 15.4% and 39% mean reduction for
medial and lateral condyle force, respectively. The

second peak of the medial condyle force was reduced
by 13.6% and 15.2% for MHFE + MAPD and MKFE + MAPD,
respectively, which a combination of all three moments
increased to 21.7%. This combination reduced the sec-
ond peak of the lateral condyle force by 47.9%, and
reduced the impulse by 30.6%, 21.7% and 47.9% for
total, medial and lateral force, respectively. However,

Figure 3. The mean peak values and impulse of the total load for the three moments in the sagittal plane as function of the amount
of compensation. The whiskers indicates ±1 standard deviation and the dashed lines are visualising the trend between each
simulated muscle compensation percentage. If any effect is present for the moment compensation, the relation is, according to the
graphs, close to linear.
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the second best intervention regarding impulse was
either MHFE + MKFE or MKFE + MAPD, which caused very
similar reductions in all three investigated joint forces.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between externally applied joint

moments and the internal joint forces at the knee,
which provides information for the design of
mechanical devices for unloading the knee joint in
Knee OA (KOA) patients. When dealing with KOA, the
medial contact force is mostly in focus since this is
where the disease typically initiates; applying an
external abduction moment seems like an obvious
solution to shift the force laterally. Since this force

Figure 4. The mean internal knee joint load curves for normal gait when no external loads are applied (Normal) and single load
cases applying 40% moment compensations for top: the total compressive force, middle: the medial condyle compressive force and
bottom: the lateral condyle compressive force. The shaded area indicates ±1 standard deviation. The full gait cycle is from heel
strike to heel strike but the swing phase has been omitted since the internal loads in this part are approaching zero for all load
cases. As expected, the MSIE and MHAA have a very small influence in all three compressive force types for which reason they
coincide with the red Normal line. Similarly, MKAA also coincides with this line in the top figure since this applied moment only shifts
the internal loads laterally leaving the total compressive load unaffected.
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distribution is not directly measurable, it is most
often evaluated based on the external KAM, which,
as reported by Walter et al. (2010), can be reduced
without reducing the medial contact force. This can
also be interpreted from Figure 4, which shows the
second peak of the medial force to be the highest,
mainly due to gastrocnemius muscle contraction
(Schmitz et al. 2009), whereas the first KAM peak
commonly is the highest during the weight accep-
tance phase.

Figures 2 and 3 show that for the three moments in
the sagittal plane, the total knee compressive force
reduction depends on the muscle activation; the more
activation the larger force reduction is seen. For

example, the APD load case only affects the second
peak due to high gastrocnemius muscle activation,
whereas this muscle has low activation during first
peak (Schmitz et al. 2009) and hence no force reduction
is observed at this state of the cycle for APD.

Our results indicate that an efficient approach
regarding an overall reduction of medial, lateral and
total compressive forces and impulse during gait, is
applying a combination of hip and knee flexion/exten-
sion moment, knee flexion/extension and ankle plantar-
flexion/dorsiflexion moment, or a combination of all
three. However, the practical application of combined
hip flexion/extension, knee flexion/extension and/or
ankle plantar-/dorsiflexion moments can be challenging

Figure 5. Boxplots, indicating the mean ± 1 standard deviation, of the first peak including Normal and the single load cases for each
of the 3 compressive force types, top: the total compressive force, middle: medial force and bottom: lateral force. The dashed line
represents the mean of Normal for visual comparison.
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since they each need to be active at different times
during the gait cycle. As mentioned previously, the
first load peak is purely affected by MHFE and MKFE

since the hip and thigh muscles are mainly active
here, but when approaching toe off and second load
peak, the gastrocnemius muscle is activated more, for
which reason the applied MAPD moment decreases the
second peak more than MKFE and MHFE. Based on this
information, an orthosis can be developed which tar-
gets first peak by either compensating knee or hip
flexion/extension moment and second peak by com-
pensating either hip, knee or ankle joint moments in
the sagittal plane of which the ankle, according to
Figure 3, leads to the largest reduction. However,

Wellsandt et al. (2016) concluded that decreased knee
joint loading is associated with KOA for people who has
suffered from anterior cruciate ligament injury, and
reduced muscle strength is also considered as a risk
factor for developing KOA (Thorstensson et al. 2004),
which indicates that unloading of the knee joint should
be done with care.

There are some limitations and uncertainties related
to MS models and several parameters influences the
joint loads (Moissenet et al. 2017). As shown in this
study, the joint loads are highly affected by the sur-
rounding muscles so the chosen muscle parameters
have a big impact on the load reduction. Also, the mus-
cle recruitment in AMS is based on an optimisation

Figure 6. Boxplots, indicating the mean ± 1 standard deviation, of the second peak including Normal and the single load cases for
each of the 3 compressive force types, top: the total compressive force, middle: medial force and bottom: lateral force. The dashed
line represents the mean of Normal for visual comparison.
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criterion (Damsgaard et al. 2006), which is an estimation
of the real muscle configuration. When wearing a
mechanical device applying external forces and/or
moments to the lower extremity, the kinematics are
most likely affected compared to an unbraced condition
but since the moments in this study are applied in-silico,
gait alteration is not taken into account. These changes
most likely affect the joint forces since the contact with
the ground, and thereby the muscle recruitment,
changes. Lastly, the kinematics of the knee joint are
highly complex during walking (Marra et al. 2015),
which are not taken into account since the knee was
modelled as an ideal hinge joint, in our simulations.
However, despite these uncertainties the results clearly
demonstrate, presuming ideal external moment applica-
tion, a potential for substantial reduction in the internal
knee joint forces while performing the same movement.

Since the study only includes healthy subjects, it is
uncertain if similar results are seen for KOA patients,
which can be tested with similar analyses.

Since the knee internal–external (IE) muscle moment
is relatively small compared to the other two knee
moments, external IE moment was assumed to have
only a minor effect on the compressive forces, and
was therefore omitted. IE motion is often considered
through foot progression angle since this changes the
external KAM (Guo et al. 2007) by modifying the con-
tact point between foot and the ground. IE motion in
bracing has been introduced with the Odra brace
(Orthoconcept Inc., Laval, QC, Canada), which addition-
ally applies a distraction force to the knee during knee
extension. To investigate the effect of IE motion, the
knee joint in the MS model must be less constrained by
the idealized joints and rather stabilized by the

Figure 7. The mean internal knee joint load curves for normal gait when no external loads are applied (Normal) and combinations
of applied 40% moment compensations for top: the total compressive force, middle: the medial condyle compressive force and
bottom: the lateral condyle compressive force. The shaded area indicates ± 1 standard deviation. Similar to Figure 2, the swing
phase has been omitted and the Normal load case is represented with the red lines for comparison.
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surrounding ligaments in the moveable directions. This
is technically possible but will require a more advanced
and computationally demanding model.

The results from this study indicate the contributions
and ideal timing of external moments for reduction of
internal knee compressive forces. Even though the high-
est reduction is seen for MHFE + MKFE + MAPD and combi-
nations of two moments, these approaches seem
technically challenging to realize with bracing. Thus, it
might be necessary to limit the device to single moment
compensation or two moments active separately, for
example, MHFE or MKFE compensation for reducing first
peak and MAPD for reducing second peak.
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Supplementary for the paper "On the biomechanical relationship 

between applied hip, knee and ankle joint moments and the internal 

knee compressive forces" 

 

Methods 

Experimental Procedure 

The experimental study was conducted by Skals et al. (2017) at the Department 

of Health Science and Technology, Aalborg University, Denmark, where ten healthy 

subjects (8 males and 2 females, age: 25.70 ± 1.49 years, height: 180.80 ± 7.39 cm, 

weight: 76.88 ± 10.37 kg) volunteered to participate. During measurements, subjects 

wore tight fitting shorts, sports-brassiere for females and Brooks Ravenna 2 running 

shoes (Brooks Sports Inc., Seattle, WA, US) in preferred size.  

Initially, a 5 min warm-up at 160 W was completed on a cycle ergometer before 

the gait cycle starting position was found through trial-and-error approach until the 

subjects were able to consistently impact the two force plates. Following, 29 markers 

were taped to their skin and three on each shoe; two representing the position of the first 

and fifth metatarsal and one maker at the top of the calcaneus bone. The reason for the 

excessive amount of markers is that the purpose of the experiment was to predict 

ground reaction forces and moments (GRF&Ms) for different activities, which requires 

full body kinematics. The marker locations are listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 

1, which indicates that no markers were placed on the head. Each subject completed 

five gait trials. 
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Table 1: The marker label, position and whether the marker positions were fixed (Fix.) 

or optimized (Opt.) in the anterior-posterior (A-P), medial-lateral (M-L) and proximal-

distal (P-D) directions. 

Label Position A-P M-L P-D 

RTHI Right thigh Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTHI Left thigh Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RKNE Right lateral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LKNE Left lateral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RPSI Right posterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LPSI Left posterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RASI Right anterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LASI Left anterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RANK Right lateral malleolus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LANK Left lateral malleolus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RHEE Right calcaneus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LHEE Left calcaneus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RTIB Right tibia Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTIB Left tibia Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RTOE Right metatarsus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LTOE Left metatarsus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RMT5 Right fifth metatarsal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LMT5 Left fifth metatarsal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RELB Right lateral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LELB Left lateral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RWRA Right wrist bar thumb side Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LWRA Left wrist bar thumb side Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RFINL Right first metacarpal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LFINL Left first metacarpal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RFINM Right fifth metacarpal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LFINM Left fifth metacarpal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RUPA Right triceps brachii Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LUPA Left triceps brachii Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RSHO Right Acromio-clavicular joint Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LSHO Left Acromio-clavicular joint Fix. Fix. Fix. 

STRN Xiphoid process of the sternum Opt. Opt. Opt. 

CLAV Jugular Notch Opt. Opt. Opt. 

C7 7th Cervical Vertebrae Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RILC* Right iliac crest - - - 

LILC* Left iliac crest - - - 

*Excluded 
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Figure 1: The marker placements used in Skals et al. (2017). 

Data Collection 

The marker trajectories were recorded for the study in Skals et al. (2017) with 

eight infrared cameras (Oqus 300 series, Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) sampling 

at 250 Hz and analyzed in Qualisys Track Manager v. 2.9. The laboratory had two force 

plates (width/length = 464/508 mm) (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., 

Watertown, MA, US) embedded in the floor measuring the ground reaction force at 

2000 Hz. 

Experimental Data Processing 

A low-pass filter with second order, zero-phase Butterworth filters was used for 

the force plate and marker data using a cut-off frequency of 15 and 10 Hz respectively. 

The three of the five successful gait trials were included for further analysis, yielding a 

total of 30 trials used to investigate the effects of applied moments on internal joint 
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loads. Trials were excluded due to occasional marker occlusion or inadequate impact of 

the force plates, i.e., the whole foot was not in complete contact or the impact occurred 

too close to the edges of the force plate surface. 

Musculoskeletal Model 

 The musculoskeletal (MS) models, used in this study, were developed by Skals 

et al. 2017 in the AnyBody Modeling System v. 6.0.4 (AMS) (AnyBody Technology 

A/S, Aalborg, Denmark) based on the GaitFullBody template from the AnyBody 

Managed Model Repository v. 1.6.3. The lower extremity model is based on the cadaver 

dataset of Klein Horsman et al. (2007), the lumbar spine model is based on the work of 

de Zee et al. (2007), and the shoulder and arm models are based on the work of the 

Delft Shoulder Group (Van der Helm et al. 1992, Veeger et al. 1991 and Veeger et al. 

1997). The full MS model had a total of 29 degrees-of-freedom (DOFs); 2x1 DOFs for 

the ankle revolute joints, 2x1 DOFs for the subtalar revolute joints, 2x1 DOFs for the 

knee revolute joints, 2x3 DOFs for the hip spherical joints, 6 DOFs for pelvis, 3 DOFs 

for the rotation angles between pelvis and thorax controlled by a spine rhythm that 

distribute the angles between each vertebra, 2x1 DOF at the elbow revolute joints, and 

2x3 DOFs at the glenohumeral spherical joints. Since no markers were placed on the 

head, the neck joint was fixed in a neutral position. 

The kinematic analysis for all trials was solved based on the approach explained 

in Andersen et al. (2009) but prior to this, a linear scaling of the segments was applied 

on one gait trial for each subject with the method from Andersen et al. (2010). The 

scaling is based on the time varying model marker positions which are found with an 

optimization-based kinematic analysis with a weighted least-square objective function, 
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tracking both the trajectory of the fixed markers on bony landmarks (Labeled Fix. in 

Table 1) and simultaneously the trajectory of the free-moving markers (labeled Opt. in 

Table 1). The calculated segment lengths and model marker trajectories were saved and 

used for the kinematic analysis for all other trials. 

Regarding the inverse dynamic analysis, the lower extremity was actuated with a 

total of 110 muscles divided into 318 individual muscle paths. These were modelled as 

constant strength muscles whereas the muscles in the upper body were modelled as 

ideal joint torque generators. Muscle strength was scaled according to the mass-fat 

scaling explained in Rasmussen et al. (2005), and the muscle recruitment problem, 

computing the muscle and joint reaction forces, was solved by minimizing the sum of 

the squared muscle activities (Damsgaard 2006). This approach was validated with a 

tibial implant equipped with a six DOFs force measuring sensor in Marra et al. (2015) 

and showed promising results. 

The internal knee loads, presented in this study, are found in a tibia coordinate 

system based on Grood and Suntay (1983) with origin half way between the two tibial 

condyles. The Y-axis (inferior-superior) is aligned with an axis from ankle joint to 

origin, Z-axis (medial-lateral) is perpendicular to this axis and goes through the right 

tibial condyle (when looking from posterior to anterior, so Z points laterally in the right 

leg and medially in the left leg). The X-axis (anterior-posterior) is the cross product of 

Y and Z and the rotation axis is based on Klein Horsman et al. (2007). 
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Development and Functional
Testing of an Unloading Concept
for Knee Osteoarthritis Patients:
A Pilot Study
This paper presents a knee brace design that applies an extension moment to unload the
muscles in stance phase during gait, and thereby the knee, as alternative to conventional
valgus braces for knee osteoarthritis patients. The concept was tested on one healthy sub-
ject during normal gait with a prototype, which was designed to activate and deactivate
in order to apply the extension moment in the stance phase only and hereby avoid any
interference during the swing phase. Electromyography measurements and musculoskel-
etal models were used to evaluate the brace effects on muscle activation and knee com-
pressive forces, respectively. Simulations predicted an ideal reduction of up to 36%,
whereas experimental tests revealed a reduction of up to 24% with the current prototype.
The prototype brace also reduced the knee joint force impulse up to 9% and electromyog-
raphy (EMG) peak signal of the vasti muscles with up to 19%. Due to these reductions on
a healthy subject, this bracing approach seems promising for reducing knee loads during
normal gait. However, further clinical experiments on knee osteoarthritis patients are
required to evaluate the effect on both pain and disease progression.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4051847]

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a multifactorial, chronic joint disease,
leading to an alteration of the articular cartilage due to soft tissue
deterioration in the affected joint [1]. This causes inflammation,
pain, and stiffness, which limits mobility during activities of daily
living and reduces quality-of-life [2]. In the absence of a cure [3],
and with a continuously increasing number of OA patients [4],
there is a high demand for early disease management.

Multiple risk factors are known to contribute to knee OA
(KOA) development [2,5,6]. Once a joint is affected, mechanical
overloading is considered to be one of the causes for disease pro-
gression [7–9], since meniscus and cartilage deterioration rate
depend on internal joint loads and stress distribution [10]. Thus, a

common noninvasive treatment of KOA is knee bracing with the
aim of reducing pain and disease progression, and thereby post-
poning the need for joint replacement by unloading the internal
knee compressive forces (KCF) in the affected area by applying
external loads [11]. However, the literature contains varying con-
clusions with this approach [12,13], which may be due to the pre-
dominant focus on reducing the external knee adduction moment
(KAM) [11,12,14,15]. KAM is often considered as a surrogate
measure of the medial KCF [16–18] even though a reduction of
KAM has been shown in vivo not to guarantee a reduction of the
internal loads on the medial compartment [19]. This interdepend-
ency between KAM and medial KCF is due to other factors influ-
encing the internal knee joint load distribution, such as the knee
flexion extension moment (KFM). Both peak KAM and peak
KFM have been shown to be valid predictors of the medial KCF
[19], which is supported by both in vivo [20] and in silico studies
using musculoskeletal (MS) models [7,21–24]. Simulations by
Miller et al. [23] showed that the joint contact forces were reduced

1Corresponding author.
Manuscript received April 3, 2021; final manuscript received July 10, 2021;

published online September 1, 2021. Assoc. Editor: Francesco Travascio.
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almost twice as much from gait modifications minimizing both
KAM and knee flexor muscle activity compared to only minimiz-
ing KAM. Similarly, Richards et al. [24] used gait modifications
to reduce first peak KAM but MS models revealed no reduction of
the medial KCF due to a significant contribution from the knee
flexor muscles. This may explain why the reduction of the exter-
nal KAM is 2–3 times higher than the observed reduction in
medial KCF [25]. The same trend was observed by Stoltze et al.
[21], where the knee flexion extension moment had a high impact
on the first peak KCF, whereas the second peak was governed by
the ankle plantar flexion moment due to a large contribution from
the bi-articular gastrocnemius muscle during late stance phase.
These findings support a previous study [26] indicating that the
main contributor to the KCF is the surrounding muscles for which
reason a more efficient reduction may be achieved by reducing
muscle activation.

The optimal combination of KAM and KFM, when dealing
with bracing, is not clear. However, a combination of the two
interventions would most likely improve the effect since a com-
bined peak KAM and peak KFM significantly improves the pre-
diction of medial KFM [19,20].

This paper presents a brace concept that aims to reduce the first
peak total KCF during gait through muscle compensation by
applying an external knee extension moment. The concept of
applying a knee flexion/extension moment to assist human
muscles is common within exoskeletons, which either apply the
moment actively [27–30] or quasi-passively [31–34]. The latter
refers to an active control, but the moment is applied passively
from, e.g., springs and, hence, there is no mechanical energy
added to the system. Active types use sensors and real-time feed-
back controllers to capture the wearer’s intended motion to assist
for both knee flexion and extension. The quasi-passive types are
usually controlled in a simpler way using sensors to distinguish
between stance and swing phases. An active clutch mechanism
engages and disengages to either apply assistive moment pas-
sively or to let the knee move freely. Complete passive devices
for the lower extremity, applying moments in the sagittal plane
during walking, have only been possible to find for hip and ankle
joints [35,36]. This is most likely due to the more complicated
function of the knee joint during the stance phase, which includes
more direction changes of the sagittal joint angle [37] and changes
from flexion to extension moment [38] compared with the hip and
ankle. Thus, applying moment at the knee with a completely pas-
sive device requires a passive countermechanism to determine
when to apply assistance. An alternative approach is a quasi-
passive solution using, e.g., sensors in the foot insole to detect
heel strike and toe-off as in Shamaei et al. [39], although these
devices and the installed clutch usually make the design more
bulky.

The main goal of exoskeletons is to provide assistance and
compensate for the joint moments to reduce muscle activation,
but the purpose can vary. When dealing with the lower extremity,
metabolic cost is most often the main evaluation factor
[31,35,36,40], which improves endurance for various activities
and load-carrying tasks. However, as previously mentioned, the
muscle compensation in the sagittal plane may also lead to a
reduced KCF and thereby potentially slow down KOA progres-
sion. Exoskeletons have previously been proposed as mobility
assistance [28] and weight support [41] for KOA patients. Both
designs span the full lower extremity though, which is not conven-
ient for assisting patients during activities of daily living. A much
more slim product, using the approach of applying a knee exten-
sion moment, is the Levitation brace (Spring Loaded Technology,
Helifax, Canada) [42]. It uses liquid compression springs to apply
a passive extension moment as function of knee flexion angle to
assist the extensor muscles. The brace has been tested in silico
during sit-to-stand [42] and deep knee bend [43] with KCF reduc-
tion of up to 27% and 40% body weight, respectively. However,
the applied moment is limited during gait due to the peak flexion
angle in the swing phase, which has been reported to be

approximately 60 deg for a group of KOA patients [44]. At this
angle, the Levitation brace would apply approximately 11 N�m
[42], which could have a negative effect on the toe clearance and
muscle cocontractions.

This paper describes the design process and experimental tests
of a proof-of-concept prototype brace for unloading the knee joint
by reducing the knee extensor muscle activation during the stance
phase of gait. The aim was to develop a quasi-passive prototype,
which targets the first peak KCF during gait without any interfer-
ence during the swing phase. This ability of applying the interven-
tion during stance phase only has not been possible to find in
existing products. Furthermore, the brace should be limited to
span the knee joint like a conventional knee brace and provide
customization abilities to match the individual’s knee extension
moment. This is considered to be a novel feature, which poten-
tially can improve the management of KOA. The concept was
tested on one healthy subject, both in silico and in vivo, and eval-
uated based on estimates of the internal KCF and surface electro-
myography (EMG) measurements.

Method

One healthy subject (male, age: 33 years, height: 182.2 cm,
weight: 68.9 kg) was recruited for this study to evaluate the devel-
oped knee brace prototype. The study procedure is shown with a
flowchart diagram in Fig. 1 with four main tasks. The design in
step 2 is based on a leg surface scan and the brace is adjusted
according to the data obtained in step 1. The experimental testing
of the prototype brace in step 4 is to quantify reductions in muscle
activations, measured with EMG, and estimates of the knee con-
tact forces with MS models. The subject provided informed

Fig. 1 Workflow diagram for prototype design and evaluation,
which overall consists of four steps: (1) three-dimensional (3D)
gait analysis using motion capture and musculoskeletal model-
ing, (2) knee brace design and adjustment, (3) validation of con-
cept under ideal circumstances, and (4) experimental validation
of the prototype brace
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consent and the study followed the ethical guidelines of The North
Denmark Region Committee on Health Research Ethics.

In the following sections, the methodologic four steps are fur-
ther explained including how the collected data were used to
design and control the prototype knee brace and also to perform a
preliminary simulation study to evaluate the potential of the cho-
sen unloading concept. Lastly, experimental tests for evaluating
the prototype brace effects are described.

Initial Biomechanical Analyses. Initial 3D kinematics was
obtained for five gait trials at a self-selected speed. The trajecto-
ries of 32 surface-mounted reflective markers on the lower
extremity were recorded with eight infrared cameras (Oqus 300
series, Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) sampling at 100 Hz,
and the ground reaction force (GRF) was sampled at 1000 Hz
using a force plate (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc.,
Watertown, MA, US) embedded in the floor. These recordings
were used as inputs to MS models in the anybody modeling sys-
tem 7.2 (AMS) (AnyBody Technology A/S, Aalborg, Denmark)
to estimate the muscle forces and joint compressive forces by
means of inverse dynamics analysis including muscle recruitment
optimization [45]. All models in this study were based on the
AnyMoCap template model from the AnyBody Managed Model
Repository (AMMR) v. 2.1.1 [46].

Knee Brace Design. The knee brace concept applies the exter-
nal moment passively with the use of elastic energy storage as a
function of the knee flexion angle. The individual knee moment
behavior was estimated from the knee joint quasi-stiffness as
explained in Ref. [47]. This is found by plotting the internal knee
flexion/extension muscle moment, MFE, as a function of knee flex-
ion angle, hFE, and gives an indication of the necessary external
knee moment to balance MFE. The mean graph across the five gait
trials in step 1 is shown for 60% gait cycle in Fig. 2, which indi-
cates an almost linear stiffness behavior through the first peak
moment during gait as likewise observed in Ref. [47]. This peak
corresponds to the first of the two characteristic KCF peaks during
gait [48,49]. As mentioned previously, the second peak KCF is
mainly governed by the ankle plantar flexion muscles, for which

reason an additional device around the ankle is required to reduce
both KCF peaks.

Note, MFE in Fig. 2 crosses zero Nm twice at almost the same
knee flexion angle, hAct, during stance phase. This angle is esti-
mated as the average between the two values, where the moment
curve of the first peak part crosses zero moment (Z1 and Z2 in
Fig. 2). These two values are almost identical when walking with
preferred gait speed and deviate from each other when walking
faster or slower [47]. Identical Z1 and Z2 values causes the flexion
and extension part of the first moment peak to be almost on top of
each other, which makes an average stiffness (quasi-stiffness in
Fig. 2) more accurate.

The stiffness line in Fig. 2 stretches from the instance that hAct

occurs to the first muscle moment peak to illustrate the target
brace moment, which, under ideal circumstances, with no loss of
energy between brace and leg, should be applied when the knee
flexion angle reaches hAct shortly after heel strike in order to com-
pensate the first peak muscle moment.

Knee Brace Prototype. A prototype, using the brace concept
explained above, has been developed for this study to evaluate the
concept experimentally and is depicted in Fig. 3. It applies the
extension moment through a four-bar mechanism consisting of a
thigh and shank cuff and thigh and shank linkages on both lateral
and medial sides. The two brace cuffs were 3D printed in PA12
nylon based on a surface scan of the subject’s leg during full
extension using a Structure Sensor (Occipital, Boulder, CO) and
an iPad Pro 10.5 in. (Apple Inc., San Francisco, CA) to fit the
brace to the specific anatomy of the subject. Postprocessing was
done with the surface add-in in SOLIDWORKS 2016 (Dassault Sys-
tèmes, V�elizy-Villacoublay, France) and the cuffs were created
with a 2 mm offset from the leg surface to make room for 10 mm
of cushioning. The cuffs were connected on both the medial and
lateral sides with osteo-arthritis knee (OAK) hinges (Fillauer
LLC, Chattanooga, TN), which are designed to adapt to the com-
plicated kinematics of the knee joint in the sagittal plane to avoid
residual forces [41].

A string system on both the medial and lateral sides was
embedded in the four-bar mechanism by means of pulley wheels,
which was used to apply the extension moment as illustrated in

Fig. 3 The main components on the knee brace prototype

Fig. 2 Mean internal knee flexion–extension muscle moment
as function of knee flexion angle over the stance phase to esti-
mate the knee quasi-stiffness used for detecting the activation
angle, hAct, among other individual factors. The points Z1 and
Z2 are start and end points respectively of the brace activation
period whereas the two foot symbols indicate start and end of
simulation period containing stance phase and beginning of
swing phase. The two muscle moment peaks correspond to the
characteristic two knee compressive force peaks. The shaded
area is 6 one standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. Inside the activation mechanism, the string was wound
around a retraction wheel connected to a recoil spring. Since the
string wraps around the posterior and anterior linkage connection
points (PCP and PCA, respectively, in Fig. 4), the wheel feeds more
string when flexing the knee and retracts when extending the
knee. If the retraction wheel is locked, the string pulls the spring
when flexing the knee, which induces a force, FS, transferred from
the string through the linkages (the forces FSL and FTL in Fig. 4).
These forces apply extension moments on thigh and shank (MBT

and MBS respectively) as function of knee flexion angle.
An aluminum piece with two 90 deg strain gage rosettes was

connected in series with each spring to measure the spring force at
80 Hz using a SparkFun HX711 amplifier board (SparkFun Elec-
tronics, Boulder, USA). These two force transducers were cali-
brated with known weights within 24 h before experiments.

See Supplemental Material on the ASME Digital Collection for
more details on the prototype design.

Activation Mechanism. As mentioned previously, the brace
should only apply moment during the first muscle moment peak
so the retraction wheel needs to be locked only during the stance
phase and unlocked during the swing phase. This is handled by an
activation mechanism at the retraction wheel, which is adjusted
individually according to hAct.

The activation mechanism measures the knee flexion angle and
the direction (flexion or extension) with a potentiometer (Alps
Alpine, Tokyo, Japan) driven by the thigh linkage, so hAct must be
converted to the corresponding value of hB (see Fig. 4). This is
done with an analytical expression for hB as function of hFE,
which is further explained in the Supplemental Material on the
ASME Digital Collection. With this approach, the brace activation
angle, hB(hAct), only requires setting once and is then used as the
target value for sending a signal to the motor at the right time.

The potentiometer readings are converted to a hB-value based
on a known reference measurement of the knee flexion angle,
which was chosen to be standing in a neutral posture with the
knee straight. This posture was recorded in step 1 and the knee
flexion angle was estimated in AMS and used to calibrate the

conversion function. Therefore, before conducting the experimen-
tal gait trials, the subject was asked to stand in that same posture
to store the corresponding potentiometer reading. Additionally,
the thigh linkage and the potentiometer were connected with gears
and the gear ratio was used to find out how many degrees the thigh
linkage had moved from the reference posture based on the poten-
tiometer input. Ideally, when the current hB-value equals hB(hAct)
during knee flexion right after heel strike, the brace should be
locked instantly. However, a small time delay for the stepper
motor to move the lock pawl must be taken into account. In addi-
tion, due to slack in the brace construction (induced in the string
system and locking mechanism), soft tissue artifacts and cushion-
ing between brace and leg, the applied moment is not transferred
to the leg immediately when the string is locked. Therefore, the
activation signal was sent to the motor at hAct during knee exten-
sion right before heel strike to be sure the brace could provide a
substantial extension moment during the first peak muscle
moment. The signal can be sent earlier or later to match the acti-
vation with the individual gait speed.

The prototype brace uses a 3.8 V hybrid permanent magnet
stepper motor (RS Pro, RS Component, Corby, UK) with a
1.8 deg step angle and a dynamic torque of 60 mN�m. It is con-
trolled with an L298N dual H-bridge motor controller through an
Arduino Uno. When the brace activates, the motor pushes a lock
pawl linearly into a gear connected to the retraction wheel. It
keeps pushing the pawl until one of the force transducers meas-
ures 5 N to make sure the string is tightened. The motor retracts
the lock when the knee extends after reaching the first muscle
moment peak and one of the force transducers drops below 1 N.

Ideal Brace Compensation. The biomechanical potential of
the prototype design was initially investigated with MS models in
AMS under ideal circumstances using the aforementioned AMMR

model and driven by the aforementioned normal gait data col-
lected in step 1.

The prototype brace was modeled in AMS with rigid bodies con-
nected with frictionless joints and the brace rotation point aligned
with the knee rotation axis. The spring stiffness was adjusted indi-
vidually to match the applied brace moment with the estimated
muscle moment from Fig. 2. The contact between brace and leg
was rigid and no slack in the strings was included. The peak KCF
for different values of spring stiffness, KS, was found with a param-
eter study of inverse dynamics analyses in AMS. The best suited
spring stiffness across five trials was chosen based on the largest
reduction of the first peak KCF but restricted such that the brace
moment did not exceed the original muscle moment in order to
minimize the potential gait alterations that the brace may cause.

Further details about the MS model for the ideal brace
can be found in the Supplemental Material on the ASME Digital
Collection.

Experimental Brace Tests. The developed prototype knee
brace was tested experimentally to evaluate the unloading concept
of applying a knee extension moment in practice during normal
walking under seven different conditions: normal walking without
brace (NoBrace), bracing without activation (K0), and active brac-
ing with five spring stiffnesses; 8.91 N/mm (K9), 19.9 N/mm
(K20), 50.8 N/mm (K50), 70 N/mm (K70) and 101.8 N/mm
(K100). K9 was the optimal spring stiffness in the ideal setup
described in step 3 but due to energy loss, we wanted to investi-
gate higher stiffness values as well. The K0 condition was a com-
pletely passive intervention without any applied moments. Five
successful trials were conducted for each condition. Over time,
the brace unintentionally slides down while walking, and, there-
fore, the subject was asked to stand in a neutral posture prior to
each condition to store the corresponding potentiometer reading
for updating the potentiometer calibration.

EMG Measurements. The effect of the brace was evaluated
with surface EMG measurements obtained from noraxon mini

Fig. 4 Illustration of how the extension moment is generated
with the prototype brace where the string line is a simplification
of the string system. The two points PCP and PCA moves away
from each other when flexing the knee, which pulls the string.
When the brace is unlocked (left), the string can move freely
during knee flexion but when the brace is locked (right), the
string pulls the spring and generates a force FS distributed
through the two linkages (FTL and FSL). This generates an
extension moment on thigh and shank as function of knee
extension angle and spring stiffness. The brace angle, hB, is
measured with a potentiometer and used to estimate the knee
flexion angle.
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direct transmission system sensors and the TELEmyo direct trans-
mission system belt receiver (Noraxon, Scottsdale, AZ) at
1500 Hz. EMG signals were collected for eight muscles; vastus
lateralis (VL), vastus medialis (VM), rectus femoris (RF), biceps
femoris (BF), semitendinosus (ST), gastrocnemius lateralis (GL),
gastrocnemius medialis (GM) and tibialis anterior (TA). Electro-
des were placed according to SENIAM guidelines [50]. The post-
processing was done with a custom MATLAB code (version 2018b),
which filtered the signal with a 4th-order Butterworth zero-phase,
bandpass digital filter allowing frequencies between 10 and
500 Hz. Subsequently, a second order, zero-phase, low-pass But-
terworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz was applied to the
rectified signal of the bandpass filtered data. Finally, the data were
resampled to 0–100% stance phase timed by the ground reaction
force signal.

Following the gait trials, eight maximal voluntary isometric
contraction (MVIC) exercises were conducted to record maximal
activation from each muscle. Exercises from two separate proto-
cols were used: one for all muscles except TA [51] and the TA
muscle [52]. All exercises were conducted twice, during which
the subject performed maximum contraction as rapidly as possible
and held it for at least three seconds against the resistance of a tes-
ter who encouraged verbally. The maximum amplitude for each
muscle, regardless of the exercise, was used to normalize the sig-
nals from the walking trials [51]. The average normalized activa-
tion across VM and VL (VML) was used to estimate the overall
effect from the brace on the vastus muscle group. Similarly, GM
and GL were averaged (GML) to estimate the overall effect in the
gastrocnemius muscle.

Musculoskeletal Models. Marker trajectory and GRF were
recorded at 150 Hz and 1500 Hz, respectively, with the same
equipment as previously described. These recordings and the
measured spring forces were used as inputs for MS models by
means of interpolation. The models were based on the same AMMR

model as used for the initial gait analyses in step 1, and the same
marker protocol was used, although the cluster markers on thigh
and shank were positioned differently according to how the brace
cuffs covered the skin. Additionally, six markers were placed on
the knee brace: three on the upper part and three on the lower part
to track the brace independently of the leg in AMS.

The four pelvis markers were used to calculate the average gait
speed by means of a finite difference approach. The CAD model
of the brace was exported from SOLIDWORKS into AMS with the
ANYEXP4SOLIDWORKS 1.2 add-in from AnyBody Technology A/S
(Aalborg, Denmark).

The MS models were used to estimate the internal KCF for the
seven conditions and compare the braced conditions with the
unbraced. The contact between brace and leg was modeled by 56
contact elements distributed in two rings of 14, on the thigh and
shank, respectively. Each contact element was paired with an ele-
ment on the upper or lower brace cuff giving a total of 112 contact
elements. Each of these consisted of five unilateral contact actua-
tors, which were included in the muscle recruitment solver in the
same way as when predicting ground reaction forces in AMS
[53–55]. Four of the actuators, in pairs of two, estimated shear
static friction forces between the brace cuffs and the leg, based on
a friction coefficient of 0.8, and the last actuator estimated the nor-
mal force. The strength of the linear actuators was constantly
10,000 N, which is higher than any muscle in the body and hereby
ensures that the muscle recruitment algorithm will activate the
contact elements when this is beneficial in terms of reducing the
loads of the anatomical muscles. However, due to this high
strength and given any minute moment arm, the contact forces
will attempt to balance the external knee flexion extension
moments, instead of only the applied spring forces from the brace.
To avoid this, the OAK hinges were kinetically detached from the
brace cuffs and all forces between the two cuffs were transferred
through two weightless segments perfectly aligned with the knee
rotation axis. This ensured that no moment arm was available for

the contact forces and thus only generated forces for balancing the
applied brace moment.

The knee rotation axis was aligned by the knee and ankle
markers instead of a generic cadaver model as in step 1. This
allowed matching of the individual’s knee varus/valgus alignment
and achieving the right fit of the exported brace, which in the
experimental trials was positioned according to the knee axis based
on the knee markers. A more detailed description can be seen in
the Supplemental Material on the ASME Digital Collection.

Results

According to the ideal brace simulation, the first peak KCF was
reduced by 35.9% compared to normal gait without brace,
whereas the second peak was unaffected. This led to a 38.2%
reduction of the impulse of the knee contact force across the
stance phase. Furthermore, the peak medial and lateral compart-
ment forces were reduced with 24.4% and 6.2%, respectively.

The mean experimental EMG signals across the stance phase of
five trials for the muscles VM, VL, VML, and RF are shown in
Fig. 5, and percentage reductions with respect to NoBrace condi-
tion for all muscles and brace conditions can be found in Table 1.
The VM peak EMG decreased 10–37% for the active bracing con-
ditions, whereas the peak VL EMG increased 4–44% during brac-
ing. Table 1 also includes the average gait speed (VAvg), first peak
knee flexion angle (hFE,P1), first peak KCF (KCFP1), impulse of
the compressive force during stance phase (KCFi) and the peak
spring force (PSF) for each condition. The speed was more or less
constant for all conditions, whereas the first peak flexion angle
was generally lower for all active bracing conditions
(17.7 deg–19.5 deg) compared to the NoBrace condition (20.6
deg). The first peak KCF was unaffected in the K0 condition but
all active bracing conditions reduced the first peak (9.5–24%)
compared to NoBrace (1474 N) with a max reduction of 24% for
K70 condition (1120 N). The total KCF through the stance phase
for the experimental trials is shown for unbraced and braced con-
ditions in Fig. 6. The impulse was reduced 2.7–9.1% for the active
bracing conditions compared to NoBrace (1218 Ns) (see Table 1).
The joint kinematics of the lower extremity is shown in Fig. 7 for
the stance phase of all measured conditions. According to these
graphs, the kinematics of the bracing conditions generally devi-
ates from the NoBrace condition and especially the K0 condition.
The larger peak in the knee flexion angle for K0 corresponds well
with a higher muscle activation but, according to Fig. 6, the KCF
is unaffected. Lastly, the knee moment-angle plot for the K70
condition is shown in Fig. 8 including the knee muscle moment,
with and without brace, and the applied brace moment. The peak
muscle moment is reduced from approximately 32 Nm for
NoBrace condition to 22 N�m for the K70 condition and the
applied brace moment peaks at 10 N�m.

Discussion

The use of knee braces is a common conservative intervention
with the aim of reducing knee joint loads, in particular in the
medial compartment. The clinical effects of conventional valgus
braces are still debated [12,13] and in vivo studies have demon-
strated that a reduction in KAM does not guarantee a reduction of
the medial compartment load [19]. An alternative approach for
unloading the knee is to reduce the muscle activation by applying a
moment in the sagittal plane, since muscle contraction is the main
contributor to the KCF [26]. This paper has demonstrated a reduc-
tion in KCF in using the prototyped knee brace that applied knee
extension moment in the weight acceptance phase during normal
gait. Despite being a pilot study, the obtained results are considered
as a successful proof of concept for this unloading method.

The 35.9% reduction of the first peak KCF obtained with MS
simulations indicates a significant potential for this type of brac-
ing approach. This is supported from a similar simulation study
[56], which demonstrated up to 64% reduction in knee joint loads
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during a deep squat motion. However, the kinematic changes,
muscle cocontractions, soft tissue artifacts and slack in the brace
mechanism are typically not taken into account in this type of sim-
ulation studies, and therefore the brace effect requires experimen-
tal verification.

Electromyography Measurement. The experimental effect
was primarily observed through EMG measurements since the
internal KCF is known to be primarily coming from the muscle
forces [26]. Within bracing conditions, a peak reduction was
obtained in the EMG signal for all three knee extensor muscles
measured in this study (RF, VM and VL) when increasing the
spring stiffness. However, only VM peak activation (Fig. 5(a))
was reduced for bracing conditions compared to NoBrace,
whereas VL peak activation (Fig. 5(b)) was only reduced to
approximately the NoBrace peak value for conditions K70 and
K100 (see Table 1). Despite this, the reduced VL peak activation
for high spring stiffness in Fig. 5(b) indicates that further
improvements of the brace design and performance will most
likely lead to a lower VL peak activation for the braced versus the
NoBrace condition. The low VL peak signal for the NoBrace con-
dition compared to bracing conditions can be due to a misposi-
tioned VL electrode. This was adjusted to avoid contact with the
upper brace cuff, which might have reduced the signal. However,
the pressure from the brace strap might have increased the signal
when wearing the brace and these issues must be taken into

consideration when designing the brace cuffs for this kind of vali-
dation study. A detailed picture of the subject wearing the brace
and EMG electrodes can be found in the Supplemental Material
on the ASME Digital Collection.

Despite only the VM peak signal being reduced to a lower
value than the NoBrace level, the peak of the averaged vastus sig-
nal, VML, (Fig. 5(c)) was reduced for all brace conditions except
for K9. This indicates that the overall vasti muscle activation was
reduced with the prototype brace during normal gait. However,
vastus intermedius must be included to make this conclusion as in
previous work [57], but this muscle was considered to be too deep
to record with surface EMG during normal gait [58].

All of the bracing conditions had a higher peak RF signal com-
pared to the NoBrace peak level (Fig. 5(d)), which could be
caused by changes in the muscle recruitment. According to Fig. 5,
RF has the lowest normalized peak activation of 15% during
stance phase among the measured knee extensor muscles for the
NoBrace condition. Therefore, when the applied brace moment
reduces the activation of the two strong vasti muscles, the RF
muscle may be recruited instead. However, the hip moment nor-
mally changes from extension to flexion at around 45% stance
phase during gait [38,59,60], and the RF peak occurs already at
20% stance phase in this study.

Knee Compressive Forces. The first peak total KCF (see
Fig. 6 and Table 1) was the main target for the prototype brace

Fig. 5 Mean EMG signal of vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL), average between VM and VL (VML), and
rectus femoris (RF) through stance phase for each condition. The first peak signal, corresponding to the first
peak muscle moment in Fig. 2, is highlighted in each graph.
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regarding force reduction. This peak followed the same trend as
the vasti muscles activation with a decreasing peak value for increas-
ing spring stiffness; however, a generally larger reduction was
observed for the KCF peaks. Example, VML muscle activation for
K0 condition was significantly higher than NoBrace but the first peak
total KCF was approximately the same for the two conditions. The
same trend was observed for K9, which indicates that the brace causes
gait alteration changing the affect from the ground reaction force.

The expected achievable reduction of the medial KCF, using a
commercial valgus brace, has been reported to be 25% before the
applied valgus moment becomes painful and uncomfortable [25].
A similar reduction of the total KCF has been achieved in this
study with 24% reduction for K70 condition, which leads to

reduction of both the medial and lateral compartment loads as
well. The 35.9% reduction of the KCF in the ideal in silico brace
simulation, obtained with a K9 spring stiffness, demonstrates the
loss of energy between brace and the leg, which depends on the
brace design (e.g., slack in the brace), attachment of the brace and
soft tissue artifacts. The former two can be reduced by mechanical
design improvement, but the latter factor is subject-specific and
difficult to capture in the models applied for brace design. There-
fore, in order to predict the best suitable applied moment with the
use of MS models, a realistic interaction between brace and leg is
needed instead of the current rigid contact formulation. The litera-
ture includes varying results for devices applying knee extension
moment during different tasks. Often, simulations predict substan-
tial benefits regarding reduced knee joint kinetics [29,61,62] but
the experimental tests on EMG signal or metabolic cost rarely
confirm the simulated scenarios [28,30,33,39,63]. This may be
caused by the lack of realistic contact formulations taking the
energy loss between the device and leg into account. An example
of a torque-driven planar model predicting the interaction between
an exoskeleton and the leg has been presented by Serrancol�ı et al.
[64]. They calibrated the model with experimental data of sit-to-
stand trials to predict the motion and contact forces in the sagittal
plane. However, the model in Ref. [64] was only validated for
normal contact forces, and the individual soft tissue artifact is not
included as a contact parameter in the optimized spring-damper
systems. The contact simulation in this study could be improved
by including force-dependent kinematics [65], which solves the
motion of the brace by assuming quasi-static equilibrium between
the brace gravity loads, contact forces, and a defined stiffness
between brace and leg.

Figures 5(c) and 6 indicate that there is a limit on the first peak
reduction of total KCF and vasti muscles activation with the cur-
rent prototype, since K50, K70, and K100 are almost identical for
these two measurements. This also applies to the measured peak

Table 1 Top: percentage reduction of each muscle for each bracing condition compared to NoBrace, which is shown for peak
value and area below the EMG signal curve. Bottom: absolute values and percentage reduction for each bracing condition com-
pared to NoBrace for chosen gait parameters. Average gait velocity, VAVG, first peak knee flexion angle, hFE,P1, first peak knee
compressive force, KCFP1, impulse of knee compressive force, KCFi, and peak spring force, PSF.

Conditions

Variables NoBrace K0 K9 K20 K50 K70 K100

RF Peak — 39.7 33.4 15.8 17.5 21.0 20.3
Area — 24.2 2.6 �2.5 2.5 7.7 5.2

VM Peak — 7.4 �9.9 �20.6 �30.8 �29.1 �37.0
Area — 17.5 �8.6 �15.1 �19.8 �6.6 �17.5

VL Peak — 44.4 43.8 19.2 11.9 4.1 5.2
Area — �8.4 �19.7 �24.7 �28.7 �27.0 �30.9

VML Peak — 22.2 8.3 �4.7 �13.1 �18.8 �18.9
Area — 1.5 �15.5 �20.9 �25.3 �19.2 �25.8

BF Peak — 1.8 19.0 �3.4 �7.6 1.0 �2.7
Area — �9.1 �12.4 11.6 �4.6 �0.2 10.4

ST Peak — 1.9 1.2 11.9 �8.9 �6.8 4.4
Area — 8.0 11.9 28.5 11.8 25.1 45.8

GM Peak — 18.6 34.9 45.3 30.4 52.8 39.4
Area — 21.3 39.9 43.2 28.6 58.3 69.1

GL Peak — �37.7 �7.7 �38.7 1.2 �2.6 �11.8
Area — 3.7 21.0 0.3 13.4 28.0 31.5

GML Peak — �5.9 13.6 8.7 15.6 30.1 18.4
Area — 13.5 31.6 24.2 21.9 44.9 52.5

TA Peak — 11.7 7.2 14.4 12.7 4.0 17.1
Area — 11.8 �11.9 �7.8 �11.6 �6.8 �9.1

VAvg (km/h) 2.4 6 0.06 2.3 6 0.08 2.4 6 0.03 2.3 6 0.06 2.3 6 0.06 2.3 6 0.04 2.4 6 0.06
hFE,P1 (deg) 20.6 6 0.6 22.0 6 2.5 17.7 6 0.7 18.5 6 0.8 17.9 6 1.0 18.1 6 1.3 19.5 6 1.1
KCFP1 (N) 1474.2 6 35.1 1470.7 6 114.8 1334.1 6 25.6 1275.3 6 60.6 1176.7 6 36.0 1119.8 6 43.4 1196.7 6 72.7
KCFP1 (%) — �0.2 �9.5 �13.5 �20.2 �24.0 �18.8
KCFi (Ns) 1218.2 6 64.0 1326.1 6 116.5 1158.9 6 64.0 1185.8 6 56.6 1107.5 6 56.1 1132.8 6 60.1 1151.7 6 60.2
KCFi (%) — 8.9 �4.9 �2.7 �9.1 �7.0 �5.5
PSF (N) — — 20.5 6 2.0 25.6 6 4.4 28.1 6 4.5 28.7 6 4.1 29.0 6 3.0

Fig. 6 Mean knee compressive forces in percentage body
weight during stance phase for each condition. The shaded
area is 6 one standard deviation.
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spring force (PSF in Table 1). The brace cuffs for this study were
made of 3D printed PA12 nylon, and even though a cushioning
layer was placed between the leg and the cuffs, the brace was too
stiff to adapt to the changes of the soft tissue, e.g., when muscles
contract. Therefore, the brace tended to slide down when the
applied moment became too large, which sets an upper limit for
the current prototype. This may be avoided if the inner layer is an
elastic sleeve, which shapes according to the leg, although the
applied moment must still be transferred to the leg through a
rather stiff material. The vertical migration of the brace also
reduces the advantage of manufacturing individual brace cuffs
based on a 3D scan, since the migrated brace no longer fits the leg
surface. Furthermore, the advanced flexion motion of the OAK

hinges is irrelevant if the brace is misaligned with the knee axis.
An air bladder on each upright, as already seen for conventional
valgus braces [66], can help prevent the migration of the brace.
Alternatively, a strap around the waist or over the shoulders will
solve this issue but that would violate the aim of limiting the cov-
ered area to the knee only.

Anybody modeling system estimated the second peak KCF to
be significantly higher for the K0 condition compared to NoBrace.
However, that condition was the only bracing condition with a
lower averaged EMG signal of the two gastrocnemius muscles
(GML) (see Table 1), so the significantly higher recruited muscle
activation for GM (125% higher peak compared to NoBrace) indi-
cates poor model setup. It may be caused by errors in the kinemat-
ics or error in positioning of the foot markers leading to poor
scaling of the calcaneus bone, which both have a big influence on
the gastrocnemius recruitment. Another disagreement between the
measured EMG signals and the estimated KCF is that K50 and
K100 had the largest reduction in vasti muscle activation (25.3%
and 25.8%, respectively), whereas K70 had the largest reduction
in first peak KCF (24%). This demonstrates the biomechanical
complexity of the knee joint and the importance in having experi-
mental data to support the simulated results.

The KCF impulse (KCFi in Table 1) was reduced for the three
highest spring conditions, and the impulse may be a more critical
factor than the peak KCF regarding knee OA progression. A study
by Bennell et al. [67] suggests KAM impulse as a significant risk
factor for loss of medial tibial cartilage volume, whereas no asso-
ciation was found for peak KAM. Additionally, KAM impulse has
been shown to be significantly different between knee OA severity
groups [68,69], which could indicate that high impulse is respon-
sible for OA progression and peak loads initiate OA.

Figure 8 shows the mean knee stiffness curve for muscle
moment for the NoBrace and K70 conditions, where the latter was
chosen because it had the largest reduction of KCF. The two con-
ditions peak at around 23 and 33 N�m, respectively, and this
reduction fits well with the applied brace moment of around
10 N�m.

Knee Brace Prototype. Exoskeletons are often heavy and
bulky, whereas knee braces are known to be more slim and light.
In order to achieve the largest applied moment possible, the pre-
sented prototype was designed in a bulky fashion to properly eval-
uate the concept. This design is clearly not suited for activities of
daily living and a slimmer and more compact brace design is
needed. However, this may lead to smaller moment arms and a
narrower angle of action relative to the leg, so the string force
must increase in order to provide the same applied moment. The

Fig. 7 Mean internal knee flexion–extension muscle moment
for NoBrace condition and K70 bracing condition as function of
knee flexion angle. Additionally, the applied brace moment is
included, which is zero except during first peak moment. The
shaded area is 6 one standard deviation.

Fig. 8 Lower extremity joint kinematics from AMS for each
condition during the stance phase. The shaded area is 6 one
standard deviation.
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previously mentioned Levitation brace has a slim design [42] and
if using similar technology, the bulkiness of the brace prototype
could be reduced. However, the prototype in this study applies 10
N�m at 18 deg knee flexion angle during stance phase with the
K70 springs (see Fig. 6), whereas the Levitation brace would
apply approximately 5 N�m at this angle [42]. Thus, a larger
spring stiffness is needed, which may require more space. The
lower value of the Levitation brace reduces the effect during gait
but is expected to be a consequence of the constantly applied
moment. If a compact control board is used instead of Arduino
and a solenoid is responsible for locking the spring instead of a
stepper motor, the additional activation mechanism would require
limited space.

Previous work has demonstrated that hip and ankle joint kine-
matics are invariant when wearing quasi-passive exoskeletons tar-
geting the knee joint [70]. However, despite instructions to walk
as naturally as possible when wearing the brace, the joint kinemat-
ics for bracing conditions deviates from the NoBrace condition
for all three joints in the lower extremity, especially the hip
flexion–extension angle (see Fig. 7). This is most likely due to the
bulky design in this study, and the gait alterations can have con-
tributed to the observed reductions in EMG signals and KCF.
Exoskeleton mass has previously been shown to be the main con-
tributor to the increase of the joint moment [70], so reducing the
overall weight of 2.97 kg for the current prototype would most
likely improve the results.

Certain limitations and uncertainties should be mentioned. It is
well known that marker-based motion capture introduces kinemat-
ics errors due to soft-tissue-artifacts [71], which causes less accu-
rate estimation of the joint and muscle forces [72]. The prediction
of these forces is sensitive to the choice of the muscle recruitment
formulation [72] and muscle modeling [71] among others intro-
ducing errors in the model outputs. Other sources of error are the
muscle moment arms and tendon slack length [73], which could
be reduced by using subject-specific models. Also, the knee is
modeled as an ideal hinge joint with only one DOF in all models,
despite the known complexity of this joint [74]. Another uncer-
tainty is how the brace moment is fitted to the individual muscle
moment in Fig. 2 based on a linear curve. The moment-angle plot
of the subject in this study shows a relatively linear relationship
but it is unknown whether KOA patients exhibit the same trend
during gait. Furthermore, the linear fit alone is not realistic due to
slack and soft tissue, which will add nonlinearity to the brace
moment curve as seen in Fig. 8. Thus, the amount of soft tissue on
the subject’s leg and individual contact models based on experi-
mental tests must be included to find the optimal fitting. This will
also provide information on the correct activation, which in this
study was done earlier than hAct in Fig. 2, when testing the proto-
type. Therefore, brace design improvements and more experimen-
tal tests are required to find the optimal activation. Additionally,
the human–machine interface in the MS models is formulated by
means of a contact formulation, which has not yet been validated
for this specific purpose. However, the same formulation has been
validated for predicting GRF by Skals et al. [75], who demon-
strated the best correlations when measuring high peak values.
The contact forces in this study are small in magnitude compared
to GRF, which increases the influence of noise. These forces could
be validated using pressure sensors between the brace and the leg
similar to how Ghadikolaee et al. did for a valgus brace [76]. Fur-
thermore, this study has only investigated a momentary load
reduction of a healthy knee joint, and it is unclear whether the pro-
totype brace influences pain or provides any long-term effect on
disease progression. Lastly, the limited number of one subject
makes this study a case report from which general conclusions
cannot be drawn.

Conclusion

In this study, we have designed and demonstrated a novel brace
concept to unload the knee forces during gait and based on a 24%

reduction of the first peak KCF, the authors see a potential in this
bracing concept. However, future studies on knee OA patients are
required to evaluate the potential of the brace in this patient group,
its potential to relieve pain and the brace effect on long-term dis-
ease progression using longitudinal studies.
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Nomenclature

KCFi ¼ impulse of total knee compressive force (Ns)
KCFP1 ¼ first peak total knee compressive force (N)

MFE ¼ knee flexion extension muscle moment (N�m)
PSF ¼ peak spring force (N)

VAVG ¼ average gait velocity (m/s)
hAct ¼ knee flexion angle for ideal activation of the knee brace

(deg)
hB ¼ angle between thigh linkage and vertical (deg)

hFE ¼ knee flexion extension angle (deg)
hFE,P1 ¼ first peak knee flexion angle (deg)
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Development and Functional Testing of An 

Unloading Concept for Knee Osteoarthritis 

Patients: A Pilot Study – Supplemental 

Material 
 

 

METHOD 

 

All experiments for this study were conducted at the Department of Health 

Science and Technology, Aalborg University, Denmark. One healthy subject (male, age: 

31 years, height: 182.2 cm, weight: 68.9 kg) was included. During all measurements, the 

subject wore shorts and walked barefoot. 

Initially, five trials of normal walk were performed at a self-selected speed to 

gain knowledge about the subject’s gait pattern. A start position was found through 

trial-and-error approach until the subject was able to consistently hit a force plate with 

the right foot. 3D kinematics were measured from 32 skin surface markers taped to the 

skin at bony landmarks and in between the landmarks as clusters. The marker locations 

are listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Table 1: The marker label, position and whether the marker positions were fixed (Fix.) or 

optimized (Opt.) in the anterior-posterior (A-P), medial-lateral (M-L) and proximal-distal 

(P-D) directions. Markers placed on well-defined bony landmarks were generally fixed 

while the rest were optimized. 

Label Position A-P M-L P-D 

RPSI Right posterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LPSI Left posterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RASI Right anterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LASI Left anterior superior iliac spine Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RTHI Right thigh laterally Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RTHI1 Right thigh anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RTHI2 Right thigh anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTHI Left thigh laterally Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTHI1 Left thigh anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTHI2 Left thigh anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RKNE Right lateral femoral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RKNE Right medial femoral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LKNE Left lateral femoral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LMKNE Left medial femoral epicondyle Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RTIB Right tibia laterally Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RTIB1 Right tibia anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RTIB2 Right tibia anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTIB Left tibia laterally Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTIB1 Left tibia anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

LTIB2 Left tibia anteriorly Opt. Opt. Opt. 

RANK Right lateral malleolus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RMANK Right medial malleolus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LANK Left lateral malleolus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LMANK Left medial malleolus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RHEE Right calcaneus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LHEE Left calcaneus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RTOE Right metatarsus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LTOE Left metatarsus Fix. Fix. Fix. 

RMT5 Right fifth metatarsal Fix. Fix. Fix. 

LMT5 Left fifth metatarsal Fix. Fix. Fix. 
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Figure 1. The marker placements used to obtain initial kinematics for brace development. 

 

The marker trajectories were recorded with eight infrared cameras (Oqus 300 

series, Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) sampling at 100 Hz and analyzed in Qualisys 

Track Manager v. 2019.3. A force plate (width/length = 464/508 mm) (Advanced 

Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA, US) embedded in the floor measured the 

ground reaction force at 1000 Hz. A low-pass filter with second order zero-phase 

Butterworth filters was used to compensate for the noise in the recording of the force 

plate and marker data using a cut-off frequency of 15 and 5 Hz respectively.  
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All musculoskeletal (MS) models in this study were developed in the AnyBody 

Modeling System v. 7.2 (AMS) (AnyBody Technology A/S, Aalborg, Denmark) based on 

the AnyMoCap template model from the AnyBody Managed Model Repository (AMMR) 

v. 2.1.1. The lower extremity model is based on the cadaver dataset of Klein Horsman et 

al. (2007) and had a total of 18 degrees-of-freedom (DOF); 2x1 DOFs for the ankle 

revolute joints, 2x1 DOF for the subtalar revolute joints, 2x1 DOF for the knee revolute 

joints, 2x3 DOF for the hip spherical joint and 6 DOF for pelvis. Since no markers were 

placed above pelvis, the thorax and neck joints were fixed in a neutral position and arms 

were excluded. 

Initially, a linear scaling of pelvis and the segments in the lower extremity was 

applied in a standing reference trial with the method from Andersen et al. [1]. The 

calculated segment lengths were saved and imported for the kinematic analysis for all 

gait trials and solved based on the approach explained in [2]. Both the scaling and the 

gait trials use experimental time varying model marker positions which are found with 

an optimization-based kinematic analysis with a weighted least-square objective 

function, tracking both the trajectory of the fixed markers on bony landmarks (labelled 

Fix. in Table 1) and simultaneously the trajectory of the free-moving markers (labelled 

Opt. in Table 1). 

The joint angles were exported from a kinematic study and used as input for the 

inverse dynamic analysis where the lower extremity was modelled as described in [3]. 

All muscles were modelled as constant strength muscles where the strength was scaled 

according to the mass-fat scaling explained in Rasmussen et al. [4]. The muscle and joint 
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reaction forces were estimated with a muscle recruitment problem solved by minimizing 

the sum of the muscle activities to the power of 3 [5]. This approach was validated with 

a tibial implant equipped with a six DOF force measuring sensor in Marra et al. [6]. 

The knee is modelled as a hinge joint with the rotation axis based on Carbone et 

al. [3]. The internal knee compressive loads, presented throughout the study, were 

found in a tibia coordinate system based on Grood and Suntay [7] with origin half way 

between the two tibial condyles. The Y-axis (inferior-superior) is aligned with an axis 

from ankle joint to origin, Z-axis (medial-lateral) is perpendicular to Y and goes through 

the right tibial condyle (when looking from posterior to anterior, so Z points laterally in 

the right leg and medially in the left leg). The X-axis (anterior-posterior) is the cross 

product of Y and Z. 

 

 

Knee Brace Prototype 

 

The knee brace concept aims to be a personalized treatment adjusted to fit the 

individual patient, and the developed prototype is shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2b. 
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Figure 2a. The developed knee brace prototype. The numbers 1 and 2 refers to the 

detailed description in Figure 2b. 
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Figure 2b: A detailed description of the components of the knee brace prototype based 

on close-up images from Figure 2a. 
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The brace cuffs for the prototype are designed based on a leg surface scan with a 

2 mm offset to make room for cushioning between the cuffs and the leg. The cuffs are 

connected with OAK hinges and when these are fully extended, there is an angle, θOAK, 

of 12 degrees between the shank and thigh upright brackets, which is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Thigh and shank cuffs (blue) extruded from the leg surface scan (shaded grey) 

with the knee fully extended. The cuffs are connected with an OAK hinge on each side, 

and when fully extended, the thigh and shank hinge uprights are angled θOAK = 12o. 

 

Another adjustment in the brace concept is the activation timing depending on 

the subject’s gait pattern and this is based on the activation angle, θAct, which is found 

from an individual stiffness plot like the one in Figure 4A.  
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Figure 4. Mean stiffness plots across five trials with muscle moment, MFE, as a function of 

the knee flexion angle, θFE (standard deviation has been omitted for visibility reasons). 

Both plots are from heel strike to 60% gait cycle. Plot A contains the information to 

determine the individual activation angle, θAct, and plot B shows the time points of 

interest in the process of brace activation and de-activation. 
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As illustrated in Figure 4A, θAct is found as the value of θFE in between the two 

points closest to zero moment on the initial and last part of first peak, Z1 and Z2 

respectively. θAct is used to estimate when the brace should activate and de-activate and 

the process for this through a gait cycle is illustrated in Figure 5, which is based on the 

time points in Figure 4B. 

 

Figure 5. Activation and de-activation process during a gait cycle divided into the six steps 

illustrated in Figure 4B. The string (red line) is locked when applying brace moment in step 

3 and loose the rest of the cycle. 
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Ideally, when θFE passes θAct right after heel strike during knee extension, the 

activation mechanism should lock the string (step 2 in Figure 5). However, this would 

require no loss of energy between brace and leg and an instant activation of the brace 

when the knee flexion angle passes θAct. The brace prototype was programed to activate 

right before step 1 in Figure 5 to have time to generate a sufficient moment in step 3. 

Since the string passes through the linkage connection points, PCP and PCA, and is 

connected to a spring in the end, knee flexion causes an extension moment from the 

brace around the knee. The force induced through thigh linkage, FTL, applies an 

extension moment on thigh and the force through shank linkage, FSL, applies an 

extension moment on shank. 

A 12x12x25mm aluminum specimen, with two 90 degrees strain gauge rosettes 

attached on opposite sides, were manufactured to act as force transducers connected in 

series with each spring in order to measure how much the string pulls the spring when 

compensating the first peak. These measurements were applied in MS models to 

evaluate the magnitude of the moment transferred from the brace to the leg. One of 

the force transducers is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Homemade force transducer made from an aluminum specimen and two 90o 

strain gauge rosettes to measure uniaxial tension. 

 

 Threaded holes were made in each end to attach a pulley wheel for the string 

and a fork joint to connect the spring. The voltage change was detected with a full 

Wheatstone bridge and sent to a SparkFun HX711 amplifier board (SparkFun Electronics, 

Boulder, USA) sampling at 80 Hz. This is the max rate, due to the onboard analogue to 

digital converter integrated in the load cell amplifier, which is considered sufficient since 

no sudden spikes in the signal are expected during normal gait. The amplified signal was 

sent to an Arduino Nano and converted to Newton with a calibration factor. The 

individual calibration factor was adjusted based on trial and error approach by lifting 

known weights vertically with the force transducers until the output matched with the 

mass of the weight times acceleration of gravity. A calibration sequence consisted of 

three load repetitions for each weight is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. A calibration sequence for one of the force transducers to find the calibration 

factor used to convert the amplified digital signal to Newton. The masses are known 

weights, which are multiplied with 9.82 m/s2 to find the force, and the red lines are 

manually added for visually evaluate the estimated force on the y-axis. 

 

As seen in Figure 7, the signal varies within a couple of Newton across the three 

load repetitions for the same applied weight, which is considered acceptable for this 

purpose. During each trial, the spring forces were stored on an SD card for later use as 

input in the MS models. 
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Activation Mechanism 

 

A CAD model of the activation mechanism is shown in Figure 8 and highlights the 

main components. 

 

Figure 8. The activation mechanism including the thigh linkage to illustrate the brace 

angle θB. The green components are gears to relate θB to the potentiometer. 

 

A potentiometer is used to determine when to lock the string, so the found θAct 

is converted to the corresponding θB. This is done with an analytical expression for θB as 

function of θFE and the two linkage lengths (L3 and L4 in Figure 9) derived from the 

system of equations in Equation (1), which is based on a 2D formulation of the brace 

design as illustrated in Figure 10. Linkage lengths L1 and L2 are constant. 
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Figure 10. Right: 2D sketch for deriving an analytical expression for θB as function of θFE. 

Left: The main points on the prototype knee brace to clarify the sketch. 

  

Since the kinematics are formulated in 2D, Equation (1) consist of six equations 

and these are used to compute r3, θ3, r4 and θ4. The two direction vectors are found in 

the thigh upright frame (XT, YT) from point A to the local frames 3 and 4 respectively. 

Point A is simplified to a hinge rotation joint in the 2D sketch, even though the OAK 

hinges have a more advanced motion to mimic the kinematics of femur during flexion. 
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However, a hinge joint is considered accurate enough for estimating the brace 

activation, and the expression for θB(θFE) is found from θB = 90o – θ4 (see Figure 10). 

The activation mechanism is driven by a stepper motor, and as mentioned when 

θB(PC) = θB(θAct) during knee extension between step 6 and 1 in Figure 5, a signal is sent 

to the motor. The motor pushes a lock pawl, using a threaded rod, into a gear attached 

to the string wheel (behind the big green gear in Figure 8). Since the activation 

mechanism only locks and releases the string, the brace moment is solely generated 

from the spring force transferred through the string and linkages. The stop switch in 

Figure 8 is used to detect the starting point for the lock pawl right before it hits the gear 

on the string wheel. 
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Controlling Circuit 

 

The circuit for controlling the prototype brace is depicted in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. The circuit to control the prototype brace. 

 

The trigger is used to synchronize the spring force sampling with the camera 

system recording the markers in order to apply the force at the right time samples in the 

MS models, which are driven by marker trajectory. The Arduino Nano board is used to 

measure and store the spring force. The Arduino Uno board controls the stepper motor 

based on the potentiometer input and the spring force, which is sent from the Nano 

board. The L298N controller has a 2 V drop across the integrated circuit, so it is powered 

with a 6 V power supply to match the 3.8 V stepper motor. 
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Experimental Brace Evaluation 

 

The knee brace prototype strapped to the leg in the experimental setup with 

markers and surface EMG electrodes is depicted in Figure 12 below. This picture 

illustrates how the vastus medialis and lateralis EMG electrodes were in risk of being 

affected by the pressure from the thigh brace cuff. 

 

Figure 12. The prototype knee brace on the subject’s leg for experimental validation of 

the brace concept. Additionally, reflective markers and surface EMG electrodes were used 

for evaluating the internal knee compressive forces and muscle activity respectively.  
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Musculoskeletal modeling 

 

The position and orientation of the exported brace was tracked independently of 

the leg in a kinematic analysis in AMS and used as input for an inverse dynamic analysis. 

Since the high-strength contact force elements between brace and leg are included in 

the muscle recruitment, which minimizes the muscle activity, the brace should only be 

able to apply a moment aligned with the knee joint axis. This is to avoid the contact 

elements from applying forces with the purpose of compensating knee 

flexion/extension moment instead of the generated moment from the spring forces. To 

achieve this moment alignment, the OAK hinges were kinetically detached from the 

brace cuffs but still attached kinematically. This means that the hinges were still 

attached to the cuffs to obtain the right motion, but all reaction forces were switched 

off. Instead, all forces between the two cuffs were transferred through two weightless 

segments perfectly aligned with the knee rotation axis and connected as a revolute 

joint. This is explained in Figure 13 below. 
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Figure 13. Connections through the knee brace by using dummy segments instead of the 

OAK hinges (not included in the figure for simplification). The dummy segments are 

aligned with the two knee joint frames (XK,T - YK,T and XK,S - YK,S) but separated in the figure 

for visual purpose. 

 

 The default knee rotation axis is defined based on cadaver femoral epicondyles, 

so the knee rotation axis was made subject-specific based on marker positions to 

position the knee brace properly on the leg. The subject-specific alignment is obtained 

based on the illustrations in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14. Frontal view of the lower extremity including markers (blue), local joint 

coordinate systems (purple and orange) and alignment lines (green and red). 

 

Joint coordinate systems (frames) were created on femur (purple) and on shank 

(orange) with origin (OK and OA respectively) placed halfway between the two 

medial/lateral joint markers (RKNE/RMKNE and RANK/RMANK respectively). The ZK,T 

(medial-lateral in thigh frame) represents the knee joint rotation axis aligned with RKNE 

and YK,T (inferior-superior in thigh frame) is perpendicular to ZK,T and aligned with the 

spanned plane between OK, RKNE and OH. The YA,S (inferior-superior in ankle frame) was 

aligned with an axis from OA to OK. The ZA,S (medial-lateral in ankle frame) was made 

perpendicular to YA,S and aligned with the plane spanned between OA, RANK and OK. The 
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X-axis (anterior-posterior) for both frames was created as the cross product of each 

individual Y and Z-axes. 

3D Tait–Bryan angles (Cardan angles), between these two frames were stored in 

a rotation matrix, RKA, during the standing reference trial and used to create a knee 

frame on shank with origin at OK. It was locally oriented as the ankle frame described 

above with respect to shank’s local frame. The knee frame on shank was additionally 

rotated the measured Cardan angles to obtain a rotation matrix identical to RKA when 

the two knee joint origins are constrained and align ZK,T with ZK,S. 

A visual illustration of the default (left) and the modified alignment (right) is 

shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Visual comparison of the default knee alignment based on cadaver femora 

epicondyle bony landmarks and the modified subject-specific knee alignment based on 

the marker positions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

θOAK Initial angle between thigh and shank upright of the OAK hinges when fully 

extended [deg] 

θAct Knee flexion angle for activating the knee brace [deg] 

θFE Knee flexion-extension angle [deg] 

MFE Knee muscle flexion-extension moment [Nm] 

FS Spring force transferred through the string [N] 

FSL Force transferred through the shank linkage [N] 

FTL Force transferred through the thigh linkage [N] 

PCP Posterior connection point in the linkage system 

PCA Anterior connection point in the linkage system 

 ! Global vector from global origin to local frame i [m] 

"! Rotation matrix of local frame of body i [rad] 

θi Rotation angle of the local frame of body i [rad] 

#
$
!

%
 Local vector from origin of frame i to the point X [m] 

 % Global vector from global origin to the point X [m] 

θB Angle between thigh linkage and vertical [deg] 

PC Current potentiometer reading [V] 

OH Origin of local hip joint frame  
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OK Origin of local knee joint frame 

OA Origin of local ankle joint frame 

RKA Rotation matrix between the local knee joint frame and ankle joint frame 
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7. Discussion
This final chapter sums up and discusses the main findings, the contribution of
the results to the research society and the limitations of the conducted studies.
Additionally, subjects for future work within this research are suggested and
lastly concluding remarks are presented.

7.1 Summary of Key findings

The key results from the three publications within the thesis are presented in
this section. Paper I investigated how applied moments around the joints in the
lower extremity influence the internal knee compressive forces (KCF) and was
used to determine the most efficient brace concept regarding KCF reduction.
Paper II introduced a prototype knee brace using an unloading concept based
on the results from Paper I and the current research. Furthermore, Paper II
presented a workflow for individual adjustment of the prototype, and the effects
on internal KCF were demonstrated with both simulations and experimental
tests on a single healthy subject. Paper III investigated gait behaviour of six
knee osteoarthritis (KOA) patients to determine whether the developed concept
is valid to apply on this patient group. The developed concept from Paper II
was applied in silico on all patients and the prototype was experimentally
tested on a single patient.

Paper I - On the biomechanical relationship between applied hip,
knee and ankle joint moments and the internal knee compressive
forces

This paper used in silico results to determine the optimal intervention concept,
which was used as basis for designing a prototype brace for the next studies.
Musculoskeletal (MS) gait models of ten healthy subjects were used to simulate
the effect of externally applied moments on the internal KCF. The moments
were applied whenever needed around the two local axes perpendicular to the
coronal and sagittal plane of the hip, knee and ankle joints. The magnitude
was defined as a certain percentage of the net moment around the respective
axis needed during normal gait without any intervention. Initially, each of
the six moments were applied individually with 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% of
the net moment and for each load case, the total, medial and lateral KCF
were computed and compared with a baseline case with no external moments
applied. All results presented in this chapter are for the 40% load case.
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Among the investigated moments, hip flexion-extension (HFM), knee flexion-
extension (KFM) and ankle plantarflexion-dorsiflexion (APM) provided the
largest reduction of the total KCF at various times during the stance phase.
These three moments reduced muscle activation leading to a reduction of the
knee joint loads, and the effect of HFM and APM moments on KCF is due to
biarticular muscles. HFM and KFM mainly affected the first peak of the total
KCF, revealing reductions of 8.8% and 13.5%, respectively, by compensating
for rectus femoris and quadriceps muscle activation, respectively. Additionally,
KFM reduced the impulse of the total KCF by 15.7%. APM solely reduced
the second peak with 11.4% through a reduced gastrocnemius activation, and
these results demonstrated the potential for reducing joint loads using a brace
concept, which compensates for muscle loads.

The applied knee adduction moment (KAM) showed the largest effect on
the medial KCF, reducing the first and second peaks by 13.5% and 11.5%,
respectively. However, as expected, this moment shifted the joint loads causing
an increase of the lateral compartment load by 30.1% and 23.8% for the first
and second peaks, respectively, leaving the total KCF unaffected.

These findings suggested moments in the sagittal plane to be most efficient
regarding reduction of the total KCF, and KFM to obtain the largest reduc-
tion of the impulse. However, if combining the applied moments in the sagittal
plane, larger reductions of the KCF and impulse were achieved. The combi-
nations HFM+KFM, HFM+APM and KFM+APM reduced the first peak by
24.1%, 9.4% and 13.7%, respectively, and second peak by 16.7%, 17.8% and
22.6%, respectively. Additionally, applying all three moments simultaneously,
yielded even larger reductions, although this combination would be very chal-
lenging to include in a brace-like intervention. Even a combination of two
moments would be difficult to comprise into a slim design, for which reason the
concept of applying moments in the sagittal plane, was limited to a single joint
in this thesis. The results did not reveal a clear suggestion of the best suited
intervention, which will most likely vary between patients, so similar in silico
analyses can be made before a treatment is prescribed.

Paper II - Development and Functional Testing of An Unloading
Concept for Knee Osteoarthritis Patients: A Pilot Study

The second paper applied the findings in Paper I to develop a prototype knee
brace and is therefore considered as a proof-of-concept case study. A workflow
to adjust the brace individually was established and tested on a single healthy
subject to investigate the effect on muscle activity and internal joint loads
during normal gait. The prototype brace applies a knee extension moment
from stored potential energy in springs and the stiffness of these can be chosen
individually. To avoid interference during swing phase, a switch mechanism
ensures that the brace moment is only applied in the early stance phase to
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target the first peak KCF.
Initially, the prototype brace concept was tested in silico using MS models

revealing a 35.9% reduction of the first peak total KCF and a 38.2% reduction
of the impulse. Additionally, the medial and lateral compartment loads were
reduced 24.4% and 6.2% respectively, illustrating the potential of the unloading
concept.

Subsequently, experimental tests were conducted to support the simulated
results using EMG measurements and motion capture recordings. Various
spring stiffnesses were used and it was hypothesised that a larger stiffness
would cause a larger muscle activity reduction compared to normal gait without
brace. The target muscles were mainly vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis
(VL) and rectus femoris (RF) and the peak activation of VM was reduced with
up to 37%. VL and RF on the other hand increased with up to 43.8% and
7.7% respectively, for which reason the KCF could have been expected to be
unchanged or even increased. However, according to the MS models, the pro-
totype brace reduced the first peak KCF and the impulse with up to 24% and
9.1% respectively. The estimated knee flexion-extension muscle moment in the
MS models was reduced with up to 10 Nm when wearing the brace going from
32 Nm to 22 Nm. The joint kinematics of the lower extremity differed when
wearing the brace, so it is uncertain how much of the effect is due to these
kinematic changes and how much the applied moment is responsible for.

The paper concluded that the concept of applying a knee extension moment
has the potential to efficiently reduce the total KCF by compensating muscle
activation. However, this study only included a single healthy subject and
since the brace is intended for delaying KOA progression and reducing pain,
the concept needed to be tested on KOA patients.

Paper III - Evaluation of an Unloading Concept for Knee Osteoarthri-
tis: A Pilot Study in a Small Patient Group

Paper III included a small group of KOA patients and the in silico brace was
analysed with MS models for all patients in the same way as in Paper II. The
reduction of the first peak total KCF varied from 3.5% to 33.8%, and this large
variation was expected since the first peak knee flexion-extension muscle mo-
ment ranged from 4.2 Nm to 59.6 Nm. Likewise, the medial and lateral first
peak KCF reduction ranged from 0.1% to 24.4% and 18.4% to 56%, respec-
tively. This illustrated the importance of including biomechanical analyses to
determine which patients are suited for a specific intervention.

The knee brace prototype was tested on one of the patients with the same
workflow as in Paper II, resulting in a VM muscle activity reduction of up to
28.7% whereas the VL and RF muscle activation increased with 2% and 18.3%,
respectively. The MS models estimated the first peak total KCF to be reduced
with up to 26.3% but the impulse increased with up to 13.7% due to a larger
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second peak KCF. The applied brace moment peaked at 8.5 Nm causing the
first peak knee flexion-extension muscle moment to be reduced with 37.5%.
Similar to the subject in Paper II, the joint kinematics of the lower extremity
deviated when wearing the brace prototype compared to normal gait without
brace, which most likely influenced the results. Additionally, the gait speed
was generally higher for the trials without brace, with a mean of 3.0 km/h,
compared to the braced condition, ranging from 2.1 to 2.9 km/h. The gait
speed influences muscle activation (Den Otter et al. [2004]), for which reason
the reduced gait speed could have caused lower KCF. However, the gait speed
was also reduced in the placebo condition, where no moment was applied but
without the patient’s knowledge. For this condition, the first peak of the KCF
was larger when compared to the active braced conditions, demonstrating the
effect of the applied brace moment. Furthermore, these findings highlight the
importance of having a placebo condition to detect what factors influence the
outcome. After each condition, a VAS pain score was evaluated but no effect
was observed for this measure.

The findings of this paper concluded that not all KOA patients are suited
for this brace concept so initial gait analyses are needed before prescribing this
intervention. The experimental results illustrated the potential of reducing
KCF despite an increased VL and RF muscle activity, but more patient tests
are needed to draw any conclusions. Although no immediate pain relief was
detected, a future long-term study of the brace method may imply a pain
reduction.

7.2 Contributions and Impact

The initial in silico results from Paper I demonstrated the complexity of the
knee joint and the challenge of detecting the contributors to the internal knee
joint loads, since the muscles crossing the hip and ankle also influence the
KCF. Similar biomechanical analyses of patients can be used to detect the best
suited intervention and increase the chance for a positive outcome from bracing
to improve quality of life. The outcome of the analyses indicate at which peri-
ods the different interventions unload the knee joint during the gait cycle, and
similar results could be obtained for other activities. Thus, if a patient com-
plaints about knee pain at a specific time during a certain activity, the analyses
can indicate which intervention would be most efficient regarding reduction of
joint loads, which can lead to pain relief. The results indicate whether the pa-
tient needs a valgus brace, a knee extension brace or another brace type either
strapped around the hip, knee or ankle joint. These information combined with
the recent knowledge of phenotyping in KOA patients (Dell’Isola et al. [2016],
Deveza et al. [2017]) can potentially reduce the amount of consultations with
the health care system, since the correct intervention can be chosen initially
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leading to a costly advantage for the society (Neogi [2013]).
The functionality of the developed prototype is similar to the commercially

available Levitation brace from Spring Loaded Technology (McGibbon et al.
[2021]). A questionnaire has been used to collect individual evaluation of this
brace (Budarick et al. [2021]) to assess pain, function and physical activity in
KOA patients, but no experimental studies have been conducted to scientifi-
cally support this type of intervention. This thesis has experimentally tested
and demonstrated the potential of the method in papers II and III. The ef-
fect from the prototype brace was supported by collecting the forces in the
springs to estimate the transferred extension moment to the leg by means of
MS models. When this is combined with estimated muscle and joint loads, the
actual effect is more clear minimising the influence from placebo and other psy-
chological factors. The main difference between the tested prototype and the
Levitation brace is the activation switch that enables the possibility of apply-
ing a larger moment, and thus larger KCF reduction, compared to a constantly
applied moment. Since the used unloading method of applying a knee exten-
sion moment is acting in the "moving" degree of freedom of the knee, unlike
a valgus brace, it most likely feels uncomfortable to wear a brace applying an
extension moment during the swing phase. Thus, the activation switch can
have a positive impact on the compliance, since discomfort represents a large
part of the complaints among patients using a valgus brace (Brandon et al.
[2019]). Improved compliance ensures a long-term use of bracing, which is one
of the main challenges: to maintain the use of knee braces beyond the first
year (Squyer et al. [2013]). This will help postponing the need for surgery and
thereby reduce the chance for revision operations (Kurtz et al. [2009]). Fur-
thermore, if the patient experiences an improved effect from the new brace,
the compliance will most likely increase since lack of effect is another reported
complaint among patients (Brouwer et al. [2006]).

The developed workflow, including gait analysis to determine the magnitude
of the applied brace moment, helps ensuring the correct brace settings to obtain
the most efficient unloading and improved functionality of the patient. The
possibility of choosing among an additional unloading concept, besides the
conventional valgus braces, will provide more options for the physiotherapists
and therefore increases the chance for prescribing the correct treatment. This
is ensured with the biomechanical analyses, which will most likely improve the
scientific evidence of bracing since an individual intervention can be provided.

Lastly, unlike a valgus brace, the approach of decreasing KCF through
reduced muscle contraction has the potential to reduce the load in the entire
knee joint instead of only unicompartment reduction. Thus, the new brace
method can be used to treat both tibio-femoral and patella-femoral OA, and
thereby improve functionality in more patients.
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7.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Work

The main limitation of the studies within this thesis is the cohort size including
a healthy subject and a patient for brace testing. Additionally, six patients
were investigated with in silico brace testing, so no general conclusions can
be made based on the results. A large variation of the knee muscle moment
was observed across the six patients in Paper III, so more KOA patients are
required to investigate the prevalence of potential subjects for the developed
brace method. Additionally, the prototype must be tested on more patients to
determine the effect from the brace on KCF and pain.

The prototype brace has only been examined temporally including short-
term effect but the response may be different for longer gait trials. Fantini
Pagani et al. [2010a] observed a positive effect from a valgus brace in short gait
trials but no effect during longer gait trials of 6 minutes duration. This indicates
that the prototype brace should have been tested for longer gait trials on e.g. a
treadmill. Similarly, only immediate pain relief can be observed and the short
duration of each trial may be the reason for the patient to only report minor
changes in the VAS pain score. A significant pain reduction may require longer
gait trials to detect. The lack of pain relief could also be due to the patient
walking barefoot, which has been shown to increase medial loading during the
latter period of stance (Jones et al. [2015]). Thus, if the patient walked with
shoes, a reduced pain may have been observed. Furthermore, some patients
with advanced KOA can experience an increased responsiveness in the pain
receptors causing an increased pressure pain sensitivity as well (Skou et al.
[2016]). This can be relevant, if the brace provides pressure around the knee
causing the pain to increase no matter how much the knee is unloaded.

A meta-analysis by Fan et al. [2020] concluded that no clinical evidence
supports long-term effects from valgus braces on pain improvement and func-
tional activity. Thus, if long-term studies can demonstrate positive effects from
the developed brace concept, including reduced knee pain, joint functionality
and quality-of-life, the scientific evidence can have a positive impact on the
compliance, since the results are based on feedback from KOA patients. The
studies within this thesis have presented the brace effect based on both peak
loads and impulse, of which the latter is a measure of loading over the entire
stance period. However, in a study by Bennell et al. [2011], only the impulse
of KAM at baseline was associated with cartilage volume loss at a 12 month
follow-up suggesting cumulative loading to be stronger associated with KOA
progression than peak loading. Thus, the joint load impulse should be used
as target measure when adjusting the knee brace in long-term studies. The
effect from a reduced muscle flexion-extension moment is limited to the first
peak KCF in early-stance whereas the second peak in late-stance is governed by
gastrocnemius muscle contraction (Stoltze et al. [2018], Brandon et al. [2019]).
Thus, an additional ankle brace can be added to obtain an even larger impulse
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reduction, and if using stored potential energy to apply an ankle moment, in-
spiration can be found in Collins et al. [2015] who used a spring to compensate
for the gastrocnemius muscle leading to reduced energy consumption during
gait.

Long-term studies would require a more slim brace design. A lighter version
of the prototype brace could be inspired by the Levitation brace which uses
a liquid compression spring and a tension member crossing the hinge joint
to generate the extension moment. This brace only applies a moment in the
lateral upright but the developed prototype applies the moment equally in both
hinges. It is expected, that most patients need a relatively large moment to
gain an effect and if this is applied in only a single upright, the brace may rotate
internally/externally. Additionally, the activation switch must be installed with
a compact printed circuit and e.g. a solenoid instead of a stepper motor to
obtain a less bulky design. Currently, the Arduino boards are powered through
a USB cable, so a battery package will be needed to allow mobility with the
brace.

When computing the in silico effects from the prototype brace in the MS
models, the contact formulation between the brace and leg is rigid without
any damping, which should be included to provide more accurate results. If
additional subject-specific data are collected, the individual amount of soft
tissue can be taken into account, predicting the brace effect more precisely,
since the results from the MS models are the basis for the brace settings. Thus,
an improved contact formulation will most likely provide an initially optimal
treatment causing less post adjustment when the brace has been provided to
the patient. However, the brace must still be designed with the ability to be
adjusted regularly to adapt any future changes in the patient’s gait style after
prescription. Similarly, the brace cuffs must adapt to any changes of the leg
surface caused by e.g. changed muscle volume. Despite the cushioning, the 3D
printed brace cuffs are too stiff to ensure a tight fit if the leg circumference
decreases over time. This will cause the brace to slide down more easily, so a
more elastic material for the cuffs may be advantageous.

Another limitation of the in silico results in this thesis is the lack of kine-
matical changes when simulating the applied moments in Paper I and the effect
from the simulated brace in papers II and III using inverse dynamics analy-
ses. Kinematic alterations affect the muscle force prediction and thus also
the internal joint loads (Guess et al. [2014]). Additionally, antagonist mus-
cle co-contractions have not been considered in this thesis. The phenomenon
increases with KOA severity (Richards and Higginson [2010]) and has been
observed during bracing (Ramsey et al. [2007]). Thus, co-contractions must be
included in the MS models to estimate realistic KCF in KOA patients when
evaluating an intervention. Recent studies demonstrated that valgus braces
reduce quadriceps/hamstring and quadriceps/gastrocnemius co-contraction ra-
tios (Moyer et al. [2015a]) and the recorded EMG data can be used in future
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work to investigate whether the prototype brace has the same effect.
Generally, limitations in the MS models should be addressed to improve the

models and estimated results in future studies. Typical improvements, without
using time-consuming subject-specific data, are the joint degrees-of-freedom,
muscle model, and objective function for the optimisation problem (Moissenet
et al. [2017]). Several of these model parameters are chosen to obtain faster
analyses, so a time-effective workflow will compromise the accuracy of the es-
timated outcome. These loads also depend on the measured kinematics, so
any deviations in these measurements will cause errors in the kinetics. The
individual kinematic data provide information on knee alignment, joint angles
and gait speed, which is useful information when choosing the right treatment.
Furthermore, the estimated joint and muscle loads from the MS models provide
additional knowledge for obtaining a successful unloading of the internal joint
structures. Thus, experienced personnel should be responsible for collecting
motion data to provide correct information of the patient’s gait patterns and
best possible basis for choosing an optimal patient-specific treatment.

The experimentally investigated intervention in papers II and III is limited
to the prototype knee brace, so the effects on KCF are only measured based
on the approach of unloading muscles from an applied knee extension moment.
Future studies testing this approach may consider comparing the results with a
conventional valgus brace to assess the two unloading concepts. Additionally,
the concept with an activation switch can be compared with a Levitaion brace,
which applies a constant extension moment. This moment can be estimated
based on the flexion angle of the brace, found with e.g. optical markers, and a
calibrated stiffness of the brace, which can be estimated using a test setup as
in Budarick et al. [2020]. The same approach has been used for valgus braces
to estimate the applied abduction moment (Brandon et al. [2019]). The com-
parison between the developed brace method and conventional valgus braces
would provide an indication of the future potential for being the dominant
brace approach since valgus braces are the most common unloading concept on
the market (Brooks [2014]). However, due to the unclear scientific evidence,
unloading braces are much less frequently used compared to other non-invasive
treatments such as NSAIDs and intra-articular joint injections (Gohal et al.
[2018]). Thus, a novel subject-specific unloading concept may be necessary
to obtain an efficient brace treatment and thereby acknowledgement from the
patients. However, it is important to note that too much unloading is not ben-
eficial since reduced knee joint loading has been associated with early KOA due
to underloading of the articular cartilage (Wellsandt et al. [2016], Moelgaard
[2015]). Furthermore, the overall aim with the prototype brace is to compen-
sate the quadriceps muscle group, but knee extensor muscle weakness is a risk
factor for development of knee osteoarthritis (Øiestad et al. [2015]). However,
reduced KCF is expected to enable a more active lifestyle for the KOA patients,
due to reduced inflammation and pain, which maintains muscles strength and
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keeps the knee articular structures healthy and improves the general health
(Skou and Roos [2017]).

A major challenge with the concept of applying a knee extension moment
at specific periods during an activity is to identify which activity the patient
is performing. The prototype in this project is programmed to activate and
deactivate only during gait, so if the patient e.g. starts to walk on stairs or
sits down, the applied moment will interfere with the intended motion. The
Levitation brace avoids this issue by using a constantly applied moment but
this also sets a limit to the magnitude of the moment in the interest of the swing
phase and hence reduces the effect. It requires live recordings from e.g. inertial
measurement unit combined with artificial intelligence to detect the current
activity and the correct activation timing. Additionally, force myography of the
extensor muscles can contribute with information on when to activate the brace.
This approach identifies when the muscles contract based on surface pressure on
the skin and is common within exoskeletons to detect human intention (Islam
et al. [2020]). The pressure combined with the knee flexion angle can be used
as input for the activation switch to achieve a comfortable and safe knee brace
concept.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

The aim with the work behind this dissertation was to advance the field of knee
bracing for KOA patients. The benefits from the currently available products
are debated by researchers for which reason a prototype brace was developed
using a novel unloading principle. The principle was determined based on in
silico results from Paper I and the prototype was tested on a healthy subject
in Paper II and a KOA patient in Paper III. The intervention settings were
based on MS modelling taking individual biomechanical factors into account to
increase efficiency. Although no effect on pain was reported during the tests,
the prototype revealed positive effect regarding reduced muscle activation and
internal KCF.

According to Paper III, not all KOA patients are suited for the developed
brace approach suggesting that biomechanical analyses are necessary to pre-
scribe the correct intervention and obtain a more efficient treatment. These
analyses are part of a workflow, which should be included in the consultation
and therefore needs to be easy to conduct for the health personnel.

If a more slim design can be achieved in the future with the same applied
moment and an improved activation switch, the developed brace method is ex-
pected to have the potential to improve intervention quality for KOA patients.
However, this must be demonstrated with large scale experimental tests and
further development of the knee brace design.
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Mechanical devices are common non-invasive treatments for knee osteo-
arthritis, and various brace methods have been proposed with the aim of 
unloading the knee joint to relieve pain. However, the effect from these de-
vices is debated in the literature and with a globally increasing number of 
osteoarthritis patients, combined with the absence of a cure, the demand for 
an efficient treatment with scientific evidence is high.

Often knee osteoarthritis patients experience multiple consultations with the 
health care system before reaching a satisfactory result, which might be due 
to the many risk factors for developing the disease. Therefore, subject-spe-
cific treatments might be necessary to target the different subgroups based 
on individual risk factors.

The aim with this PhD work was 1) to analyse various approaches for effi-
ciently unloading the knee joint and 2) to develop and experimentally test a 
subject-specific knee brace prototype using a concept based on the findings 
from the first step. It is believed that the findings in this thesis have the po-
tential to advance the state-of-the-art within knee braces, which will improve 
the quality-of-life for the patients.
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